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ABSTRACT 
Alternate Information Representation: 
A Graphic Approach 
Edwin A* Doty* Jr* 
B*A*t University of Massachusetts 
M*B*A#* University of Massachusetts 
Ph*D** University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Associate Professor Joseph L* Sardinas* Jr* 
The science of accounting requires the transmission 
of financial information as surrogates for economic forces 
in an efficient and timely manner* Such a goal is user 
oriented and must capitalize upon the reader’s 
capabilities and the state of resources available to the 
accountant* In light of those criterion* this research 
utilized the graphic capacity of the digital computer In 
an effort to operationalize more efficient Information 
perception channels available within the human mind* It 
Is hypothesized that the mind* as an Information processor 
can perceive data in two ways* One way* serial 
transmission* requires a singular examination of the 
external stimulus as images are being transferred into the 
human processor* A second method* parallel transmission* 
examines Images as a whole and transfers a complete set of 
data to the processor* The switch between processing 
channels is related to a number of factors* This research 
examined a set of those factors (i.e** personality type* 
demographic background* and Information bit load levels) 
concentrating upon the effect created by financial 
statement formats* Changes between channels can be 
manifested by different perception times <i*e.* reaction 
times) for the transmission of the same information* 
A field experiment was conducted using a diverse 
sample (measured according to education* occupation* 
experience* and other demographic variables) utilizing a 
questionnaire booklet and a reaction time recording 
device* Standard experimental controls were incorporated 
within a repeated measures experimental design* Graphic 
formats were computer generated based upon the same 
information as conventional statements* Color was added 
to the graphic displays to test an additional transmission 
d i mens ion* 
The results indicated that formats do effect 
transmission rates* and theoretically* the processing 
channel* Personality* which was dichotomized according to 
the Jungian paradigm into the intuitive and sensational 
personality types* also effected the transmission. The 
intuitive type perceived information more efficiently 
(i*e*« recording a smaller reaction time) than the 
sensation oriented person* The demographic 
characteristics were less significant* indicating a need 
for a better definition of that variable* The number 
seven appeared to be a significant transition level 
between processing channels* Above a seven Pit 
v 
Information load* a higher speed transmission occurred* 
In conclusion* alternate financial statement formats 
as generated by a high speed digital computer were shown 
to be a viable avenue for the accounting profession to 
pursue its role as information providers* 
vi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction and Research Synopsis 
Int roduction# 
Accountings role can be defined in terms of an 
information system. This system exists at the interface 
between a potential decision maker (i.e. the user) and 
the external information set C13• To function at this 
interface* the output of the accounting process (i.e. 
financial statements)* should provide information that is 
timely* relevant* and understan dable. Each of these 
criteria can be defined in reference to the decision 
process. To be timely* information must be available with 
an adeauate lead time for the decision maker to utilize 
the information as a aecision input. Relevant information 
is that set of future decision inputs that will differ 
between the decision alternatives. Understandability 
depends upon the decision maker* more than on the 
particular decision. Financial statements should be 
designed such that they present information in a manner 
C13 For ourposes of this research information and data will 
be defined as inputs that will alter a decision maker’s 
decision. 
1 
2 
that Is recognized and processed by the reader. Prior to 
making judgments upon the above criteria* an accountant 
must determine who wilt be using the information. The 
Objectives of Financial Statement has addressed the user 
issue in the decision maker context C2T. 
Users of financial statements seek to predict* 
comoare* and evaluate the cash consequences of 
their economic decisions. 
This definition is intended for the external decision 
maker* those with limited access to financial information. 
By its generality* the criteria can be extended to both 
the internal and external decision makers as they approach 
their decision process. Although any of the cited 
information criteria for financial statements would be a 
valic area for accounting research* this study 
concentrates uDon the understandability of information 
presentations. 
To provide a basic background model* Hock and Driver 
have outlined the information system as a flow from the 
external environment* or state of the world* through a set 
of information components* and on to the Human 
Processor C33. Figure 1 outlines their model. 
C2J Objectives of Financial Statements(Amer1can Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants* 1973) p. 13. 
3 
Figure 1 
An Information Economics Model 
An accounting system functions at the center position (the 
information component stage)* interfacing between the 
external world with its potential decision inputs and the 
Human Information Processor. The validity of this link is 
critical to insure that the system is performing properly 
as it transforms the external events into a set of 
recognizable cues for the decision maker* 
The AICPA*s Objectives of Financial Statements 
provide both comments upon the current presentations and 
direction for future modif i cations • The Objectives cite 
substance over form as a major financial statements 
criteria* This implies that the current formats are not 
the only alternatives available to convey economic 
information* In addition* the AICPA report criticized the 
C37 Michael J* Driver and Theordore J* Mock* "Human 
Information Processing* Decision Style Theory* and 
Accounting Information Systems*" The Accounting Review 
5 C(Ju l y 1975): 491. 
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artificial precision generated (or implied) by the single 
number entries on current statements# This 
pseudo-precision can create a false Impression to a 
financially naive reader# These two criticisms of current 
financial statements open the door for alternative methods 
of presenting economic and financial information to the 
decision maker# 
Turning to the area of academic research* Libby and 
Lewis in their "Human Information Processing Research in 
Accounting: The State of the Art*" outlined the entire HIP 
sequence deliniating those areas for potential study C4]» 
Concentrating upon the inout cue set* the authors note the 
following variables of interest under Method of 
Present at ion: 
1• Format (numerical-graphical-verbal) 
2# Seauence 
3# Aggregated or disacgregatec data 
Research cited in this article indicates that little had 
been undertaken to investigate the cotentlal benefits from 
oraohic oresentation* or the rationale for such benefits 
if they do exist# 
C 4 3 Robert Libby* and Barry L# Lewis# "Human Information 
Processing Research in Accounting: The State of the Art*" 
Accounting* Or 3 anizations and Society 2(1978)3:24 5 2 4 5# 
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Motivated by both the practitioners1 comments 
(reflected by the AICPA)« and the academic direction 
(outlined by noted researchers In the field)* graphic 
information formats are the focus of this study. To 
determine potential formats for financial statement* the 
process of information transmission must be examined. In 
addition* the information processor (here the human mind) 
must be studied to determine the input criteria for the 
decision maker’s model. This recuires consideration of 
the readers1 perceptual and cognitive characteristics as 
they absorb inputs to their decision process. Review of 
these fields indicates that graphics may facilitate an 
increase in information transmission efficiency C5]. The 
computer with its rapid processing capabilities can 
transform vast quantities of numerical data into graphic 
cisplays. These displays can function at the interface 
between the external information cue set and the user. 
Information perceotion can be dichotomized into two 
processing channels: serial anc parallel. In parallel 
processing* many dimensions of an image can be viewed 
simultaneously* whereas a serial processing examines only 
one dimension or feature at a time. The difference in 
C5] Efficiency will be defined as an input/output 
relationship between bits of information and the time 
elapse for transmission» and perception. 
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processing method is manifestec in the time per unit of 
information transmitted. Graphic formats can capitalize 
upon the human mind’s ability to process information in 
parallel as opposed to serial. A broader advantage 
available through parallel processing is the capture of 
additional dimensions beyond those available in a singular 
transmission. 
This research investigates the capabilities of 
comouter generated graphic presentations of financial 
statements to transmit information under varying criteria. 
The results support the use of graphic formats for 
specifically defined information transmission 
requirements* based upon the information bits being 
conveyed and the processing character i st i cs of the reader. 
A field experiment was conductec* sampling from a diverse 
range of potential information users. A repeated measures 
factorial design was employed to manipulate the variables 
in question and to control for intersubject differences. 
The above remarks outline the general rationale for 
the research* the general concepts involved* the basic 
methodology employed* and a few of the experimental 
results. The remainder of the text be divided into 
chapters each dealing with the following general areas: 
1. Chapter I* Introduction and Research Synopsis 
2. Chapter lit Literature Review and Theoretical 
Cevelopment 
7 
3. Chapter III; Research Methodology 
A. Chapter IV? Analysis of the Experimental Results 
5. Chapter V; Summary* Conclusions* and Implications 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
and 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Chapter CrsanizatIon 
This chapter will review the relevant literature* as 
well as develop, arc present a General Input Model of 
information perception and processing. Prior to the 
review* the logic utilized to select the material will be 
presented. This will be followed by a review of the more 
recent research studies conductec in this area. The goal 
of the chapter is the construction of a paradigm cr model 
that is utilized to guide the current research study. The 
resulting model provices the cirecticn and guidance 
required tc select and to develop the overall research 
design anc analysis techniques. 
Literature Select C r i t e r i a 
Accounting within the business environment can be 
definec in terms of an information system* or to use the 
more cescriotive term* as a M a r.agement Information System 
8 
9 
(hereafter referred to as MIS)* Of course* the formally 
prepared financial statements are designed primarily for 
the external user with limited access to the full 
accounting Information spectrum* but even In that role* 
the accounting system Is an Information system. At this 
point* It Is necessary to refine our definition of 
Information* In a generic sense: "information Is 
knowledge for the purpose of taking effective 
action" C13. This definition is rather general and does 
not include the global aspects. To more fully aporeclate 
the role of accounting within the system context* Mason 
and Mitroff have presented the following expanded 
r 
definition C 2 3. 
An information system consists of at least one 
PERSON of a certain PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE who faces a 
PROBLEM within some ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT for 
which he needs EVIDENCE to arrive at a solution 
(1*e*9 to select some course of action) and that 
the evidence is made available to him through some 
MCCE OF PRESENTATION. 
This definition has the advantage of isolating the 
C13 Russell L. Ackoff* "Toward a Behavioral Theory of 
Communication*" Management Science 4 (1958):218-234 • 
C23 Richard 0. Mason and Ian I. Mitroff* "A Program for 
Reseach on Management Information System*" Management 
Science! Theory 19 (January 1973)5:475. 
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variables that are of significant interest for an MIS. 
Within the confines of this research two of the above 
noted variable sets will be considered^ and one set will 
be manipulated. Initially* the psychological type (i.e.* 
a variable) will be investigated* then incorporated within 
the experimental design. Continuing to draw from the 
Mason and Mitroff definition* the Mode of Dresentation 
(and the associated set of potential formats) will 
represent the prime concern and focus of this experiment. 
The psychological area will lead to consideration of 
perceptual theories* cognitive types* and Human 
Information Processing. The Presentation Mode area will 
require consideration of various forms of information 
presentation* the techniques currently available* and the 
computers potential. 
Turning more directly to the accounting field* the 
American Accounting Association cirected its attention to 
the Human Information Processing (HIP) area with the 
0 e r> o r t of the 1976-7? Committee on Hurran Information 
Processing C 3 3• In this report the authors delineate the 
variables of interest accorcing to three general 
areas C 4 ] # 
r 3 3 Robert H. Ashton* Michael J. Barrett* Robert K. 
Elliott* Robert Libby* Miklos A. Vasarhelyi* and William 
F. Wright* Report of the 1976-77 Comrrittee on Hut, a p 
Information Processinq(American Accounting Association). 
11 
1# Information Set and Task 
2• The Decision Maker 
3* The Judgment or Decision 
Under the Information Set category* the Method of 
Presentation Is listed as a viable area for research# 
Under the Decision Maker category* the following variables 
are given as significant variables C5D • 
1# Personal Character i st i cs 
1# Cognitive structure 
2• At titudes 
3# Demographics 
A# Cultural Background 
2# Task related Characteristics 
3# Learning Characteristics 
Following the direction of the AAA study* the cognitive 
characteristics* cultural considerations and learning 
characteristics of the information receiver must be 
considered in the perceptual process# 
C4] Ibid#* pp. 52-53# 
C 5 3 Ibic#* c# 53# 
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The Libby and Lewis General Three Component 
Information Economics Model* as presented in Chapter I* 
can be expanded to highlight the interdisciplinary areas 
of research. This model* as prepared by Eggleton* 
emphasizes the interdisciplinary research approach to 
individual decision making* particularly from the social 
psychological and organizational behavior 
perspective C6D# As Figure 2 irdicates* two channels of 
research can be pursued. The juncture between the 
Information Evaluator’s signal (Resultant Signals) and the 
signal detected by the decision maker is the focal point 
of this study. At that point* under the right fork* 
theories of perception and cognition become relevant# 
This Figure demonstrates the intersection between the 
traditional accounting researcher’s view and a more global 
view of the Human Information Processing Model. In 
addition* it shows the role of perceptual and cognitive 
theories within an accounting context# 
C 61 Ian C. Eggleton* "Patterns* Prototypes* and 
Predictions: An Exploratory Study*" Journal of Accounting 
Research 14 (Supplement 1976)!146# 
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Figure 2 
Interdisciplinary Information Evaluation Model 
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In summary* the logic followed to select the 
direction and focus for a comprehensive research review 
stems from both the MIS and Human Information Processing 
(hereafter referred to as HIP) literature* In addition* 
the basics of Information Theory and the state of the art 
for computer graphic software are presented* The 
following outline lists the topics in orcer of their 
review: 
1* Recent Presentation Research 
1* General Information 
2. Accounting Research 
2* Psychological Types and Information Processing 
3* HIP: Information Characteristics 
4* Information Theory 
5* Perception and Cognition 
6* A Comprehensive Input Mocel 
7* Graphic Generation Techniaues 
Following the literature review* a General Input Model 
(GIM) is formulated which draws upon the past theories as 
it hypothesizes the significance of accounting formats in 
the information perception process* 
15 
Recent Presentation Research-General 
The advent of the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) as a 
computer input/output device and Its associated software 
can be used to divide the presentation research into two 
periods* Prior to the availability of high speed data 
manipulation devices* research cn the presentation of 
quantitative information dealt Drimarily with the printed 
medium* Normally work was done within a two dimensional 
framework with some use of artistic perspectives* 
Roberto Bachifs work refined this approach by adding 
a third dimension of information to a flat (two 
dimensional) surface C73* He created a "Graphic Rational 
Pattern*" which was an arrangement of blackened squares 
similar to a checkerboard with three blocks on each side* 
Through variations in the arrangement and the size of the 
squares* he could encode numerical values* which could be 
placed on the standard two-dimensional graph or map* 
The addition of the Graphic Rational Patterns (GRP) 
allowec Bachi to place an adaltional numerical dimension 
on a flat surface* He also experimented with color 
encoding to strengthen the pre sent ation• The resulting 
C 7 3 Roberto Bachi* Graphic Rational Patterns!_A_New 
Approach to Graphic Presentation of Statistics(Jerusalem: 
Israel University Press* 1968)* 
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system required the reader to be familiar with the GRP and 
to interpolate each discrete symbol separately prior to 
forming a comolete information image. An experienced 
reader could read the additional information along with 
the standard type of mapping material. The system worked 
only if one was properly trained. It did not become a 
popular technique. 
The Eachi work represented an imaginative innovation 
in the area of information presentation* but it was 
limited by technology existing at that time. The advent 
of the CRT and the associatec software required to 
transform vast amounts of data into various formats 
overshadowed previous work in static displays such as 
Eachi * s • 
Working without the aid of C R T • s * Chernoff 
e x pe r i rr en t e d with the presentation of information in 
k-dimensional space C8T. In this work* computer generated 
faces were used to study the ability of humans to perceive 
irregu l arities in data. Eighteen facial dimensions were 
manipulated to present more complex relationships than 
those normally presented on the two-dimensional graph. In 
Chernoff and Rizvi*s second experiment* the subjects 
C8] Herman Chernoff* "The Use of Faces to Represent Points 
in K-Ci mens iona l Space Graphically*" Journal of-Ltl£ 
Aneri can_Statistical 68 ( June 
1973)342:361-368. 
17 
classified faces Into grouos with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy (75 percent correct) C9]. The use of faces 
attempts to capitalize upon an inherent human ability to 
recognize multiple dimensions of information in the human 
expression* Little theoretical justification was given 
for the information processing procedure or the 
multi-disciplinary foundations of this research* 
Chernoff*s success rate stimulated reseach in the 
accounting area by Shane Moriarity* 
Recent Presentation Research-Accountinq 
In the accounting area* perhaps the most imaginative 
recent study was done by Shane Moriarity* when he explored 
the use of facial representations to present financial 
information to potential decision makers CIO]* The 
different features of the face were correlated with 
changes in financial ratios to alter the overall image* 
The subjects made predictions based upon the facial 
C 9 ] Herman Chernoff and Haseeb M . R i z v i * "Effects on 
Classification Error of Random Permutations of Features in 
Representing Multivariate Cata by Faces* " Journal of the 
American_Statistical_Association 70(September 
1975)351:548-554* 
CIO] Shane Moriarty* "Communicating Financial Information 
Through Multidimensional Graphics* " Journal of Accounting 
Research 17(Spring 1979)1:205-224* 
18 
expressions* which were sequentially manipulated as the 
financial ratios changed. Overall poor decisions were 
rendered unless either the users were versed in financial 
methodology* or they received an explanation of the 
representational techniques. In other words* the subjects 
performed well only when they had the benefit of prior 
training. Mori arty did show that when there was prior 
training in the traditional accounting skills (i.e.* 
Certified Public Accountants)* the subjects were able to 
perform faster with the facial represent ations than with 
the normal formats. One might conclude that the subjects 
coulc grasp the underlying financial dimensions faster via 
the faces. 
Psychological Types and Information Processing 
As outlined by both the Mason and Mitroff definition 
of an information system and the American Accounting 
Associationfs report on Human Information Processing* the 
psychological characteristics of a decision maker are 
relevant to the designer of an Information System. These 
characteristics interact on two levels: 
1. The perception of information 
2. The decision orocess 
19 
This research is concerned with the former relationship* 
but to develop a more complete conceptual perspective* the 
psychologial (or personality) types for both levels of 
interaction will be reviewec. The seminal work in this 
area was developed by C. G. Jung when he theorized the 
dimensions of individual personality CUT* Although he 
outlined many different personality dimensions* the area 
of concern for information processing centers around the 
dichotomy listed above tie. data perception and decision 
processing). It is hypothesized that personality affects 
how one will perceive information C121. 
To expand the Jungian paradigm* the information 
perception dimension ranges from a detail or sensation 
orientated personality to an intuitive or wholesness (ie. 
gestalt) personality. The detail or sensation individual 
is characterized by relying primarily upon "hard" factual 
inouts-an empiricist. This is contrasted to an individual 
who prefers to utilize intuition and relationships between 
facts rather than the facts themselves. To more fully 
Clll C. G. Jung, Psychological Types* or The Psychology 
of Individuation* Translated by H. Godwin Eaynes (court* 
Brace* l Company* Inc.* New York* 1926) :44, 543-5^7* 
567-569* 585-588* 611-612. 
C123 Richard Liefer* "Personality - Organization Patch for 
Effective Organization Functioning*" Working Paper uraft* 
Department of Management* University of Massachusetts 
(Spring 1978)* Amherst* Massachusetts. 
20 
depict these differences* Jacobi has written: C13 D• 
Intuition types perceive* but less through the 
conscious apparatus of the senses than through its 
capacity for an unconscious ’inner perception’ of 
the inherent potentialities of things* The 
sensation types* for example* will note all the 
details of a historical evert but disregard the 
general context in which it is set; the intuitive 
type* on the other hand* will pay little attention 
to the details but will have no difficulty in 
discerning the inner meaning of the event* its 
possible implications and effects* Or another 
example! in viewing a lovely spring landscape the 
sensation type will note every detail; the flowers* 
the trees* the colour of the sky* etc* while the 
intuitive type will simply register the general 
atmosphere and colour* 
It should be understood that every individual has the 
caoacity to perceive information under either of the above 
modes* but in the longer run* a person will migrate towarc 
a mode which is more comfortable* hence a preferred 
perception method* Of course* it must be remembered that 
these characteristics are not clearly defined values that 
can be determined with absolute certainty* but rather they 
are general traits that can be used to more clearly 
delineate the nebulous area of personality types* In 
summary* the data perception dimension is polarized 
between the detail extreme and the intuition extreme* and 
C13 □ J. Jacobi* The Psychology of C. G. Jung (New Haven* 
Yale University Press* 1962):12* 
21 
the selected perceptual method is a matter of personal 
preference* 
The second dimension in the Jungian paradigm deals 
with the decision making process itself* Here the 
spectrum is characterized by a thinking individual on one 
extreme and a feeling individual on the other* A thinking 
person would utilize impersonal analytical logic or 
inference to make a decision* This is contrasted to the 
person who makes persona l ist i c value judgments to render a 
decision C143. Although the second method may appear 
rather value laden* both methocs are rational to the 
decision maker because they are using a decision process* 
Both methods lead to clear conclusions* Naturally* a 
person cannot use both methods simultaneously; they are 
mutually exclusive* 
The two dimensions outlined above can be combined to 
create a four quadrant paradigm as illustrated in Figure 
3* This paradigm* discussed below* is a fundamental 
portion of the measurement instrument utilized in this 
research* The Myers-Briags Type Indicator measures 
personality characteristics according to the Jungian 
dichotomy (i*e** decision processing type and information 
perception style) C153* 
C 1 4 3 Liefer* p 3 
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Figure 3 
Junqian Personality Paradigm 
INPUT 
DATA 
DECISION PROCESSING TYPE 
" Thinking Feeling 
Sensation TS FS 
Intuition T I FI 
KEY 
TS=Th1nk1ng/$ensatIon 
FS=Feel1ng/Sensat1cn 
TI=Th1nking/Intu1tion 
FI=Feeling/Intuiticn 
Turning to the focus of this research* and drawing 
upon the Junglan theory* It Is apparent that the 
personality character1st1cs of an Information receiver 
must be considered when designing the PIS formats* This 
conclusion has been drawn In other accounting research 
studies. Pock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyl Illustrated the 
[153 Pyers-Brloos Type Indicator* oy Katherine C. 3r1ggs 
and Isabel Briggs layers * Form F. 
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Importance of information structure and Learning as 
related to the cognitive characteristics of the decision 
maker C 161 • The focus of their work dealt with the 
decision process rather than the perceptual aspect of data 
input. Driver and Mock* in a study of decision style* 
highlighted the importance that cognitive characteristics 
can hold in the role of a decision maker [173. Much of 
this research is empraced under the general area of the 
Human Information Processing literature (HIP). 
To summarize the relevant theory on Psychological 
Types* the Jungian paradigm gives us two dimensions to 
categorize the user of information* The Thinking/Feeling 
spectrum deals with the decision processing while the 
Sensa11 on/Intu11ion spectrum focuses on the input data. 
The latter dimension is operationalized in this research. 
C 161 Theodore J. Mock* Teviah L. F.strin and viklos A . 
Vasarhelyi* "Learning Patterns* Decision Approach* and 
Value of Information*" Journal of Accounting Research 
(Spring 1972):129-153. 
[173 Driver and Mock* p. 49 0-5 C 8 
HIP: Information C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
As mentioned above* the foundations of the 
information processing model can be divided into three 
coiDcnents# These include: (1) Input* (2) process* and 
(3) output. Our main concern is the input portion which 
is the information set or cue set that enters the 
Processing component. It must be recognized that the 
input cues cannot be entirely dissociated from the actual 
processing component* because the cues selected for inputs 
are those that the processor deems appropriate. 
According to Libby and Lewis* the more significant 
studies of the input set have centered around five 
factors Clft]. They are: 
1. The scaling characteristics of the individual 
cues 
2. The statistical properties of the information set 
3. The information content cr the relationship of 
the cue set to a criterion 
4. The method of presentation 
5. The content 
This study focuses upon the fourth factor-the method of 
presentation of the input component. 3y changing the 
C13D Libby and Lewis* p. 245. 
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format of the information set* the flow of input cues 
perceived by a reader can be altered. The presentation 
methods have been studied from three perspectives: 
1. Format modifications 
2 • Sequence manipulation 
2. Differing levels of data aggregation 
Barefield conducted a study on the effect of data 
aggregation on decision processing* where he varied the 
level of data conglomeration via expense variance reports. 
He found that the subjects receiving the aggregated inputs 
did not perform as well as those receiving the 
dissaggregated inputs. The information was arranged such 
that the subjects could not determine the dissaggregatec 
values when viewing the combineo reports. It appeared 
that the readers of accounting information could better 
receive and utilize the data when they did the 
aggregation* rather than receiving the system’s 
aggregation 
C 1 9 3 Russell M• Barefield* "The Effect of Aggregation on 
Decision Haking Success: A Laboratory Study*" Journal of 
Accounting Research (Autumn 1972) : 29-2 A 2• 
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The Mock* E s t r i n * and Vasarhelyi research studied the 
information processing problem cn three levels which are 
of interest in this research C201* Those levels are: 
1* Information Structure-The set of rules used for 
data collection* measurement* processing* and 
transmission 
2* Decision Approaches-The general method utilized 
to solve a problem. It is dichotomized into 
Heuristic (a common sense* intuitive* 
non-quantitative decision maker)* and Analytical 
(a rational analysis* using causal relationships 
and Quantitative techniques) styles 
?• Learning Patterns-Cperationalized as changes in 
the time required to learn a task 
Notice that the second item is very similar to the Jungian 
processing dimension outlined in the previous section* 
The Information Structure was manipulated by altering the 
point in the game scenario when the subjects could obtain 
information (either immediately or at the end of an 
interim period)* The results showed that the information 
structure did affect the decision process as measured 
according to the time required by the subjects to reach a 
decision* The authors hypothesize that the more current 
information added to the uncertainty of the task* hence 
the subjects took more time to process and respond* It 
was assumed that useful information would reduce the 
C 2 0 D Vock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyi* pp* 129-153* 
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uncertainty of a decision situation* which would lead to a 
reduction in the time required to reach a decision# This 
is referred to as the economies of decision time# These 
i 
results were confounded by the learning sequence of the 
subjects# The study operationalized the effect of 
learning (item number 3 above) by noting the change in the 
time reauired to reach a decision# As the authors point 
out* the learning style and the information structure were 
confounded in their experiment# These conclusions 
demonstrate that further study of these HIP relationships 
must reconcile and control the learning variable and the 
processor type variable# The current study incorporates 
these conclusions# 
Information Theory 
The area of Information Theory will be reviewed to 
establish a foundation for the input cue set developed in 
the HIP (Human Information Processing) theory# George 
Miller Drovided a useful conceptual framework when he 
defined information in terms of statistical 
properties C217# Initially* information is a 
C 217 George Miller* "The Magic Number Seven* Plus or Minus 
Two: Some Limits on our Capacity for Processing 
Information*" The_Psychological_Review (March 
1956)2:81-97. 
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dimensionless quantity similar to variance* The presence 
of Information can be measured by the absolute size and 
changes In variance* For example* If the variance of a 
parameter is large* then the addition of Information to 
the estimate of that parameter can be measured or at least 
indicated by the reduction of the variance* If we view an 
Information system as an input/output device* with both 
the input and output measured by their variances* then the 
efficiency of the system can be analyzed in terms of the 
covariance or correlation between the two variances* The 
system represents a conduit or channel from the input to 
the output* and the flow of information through that 
channel is a measure of the efficiency of the system* 
This interpretation can be applied to an accounting 
system* which theoretically transmits economic information 
from the environment to the financial statement reader* 
The channel capacity* which restricts the amount of 
information that is transmitted to the user* is rather 
limited* Prior to measuring the capacity of this channel* 
the auantity flowing through it (an information bit) must 
be defined* One bit of information is that value which 
will allow a decision maker to differentiate between two 
equally likely alternatives* It follows that one bit will 
permit a decision maker to choose between two 
alternatives* two bits will permit a choice between four 
alternatives* and so on* using 2 to the n power to 
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deterrrine the potential alternatives. Miller cites 
numerous examples both from the scientific world and the 
practical world of daily observation! to support a 
limitation of aporoximately seven bits as the normal human 
channel capacity. All is not lost as Miller proposed 
three methods to expand this limited capacity. They are 
t o: 
1. Increase the number of alternative stimuli 
2. Present the data on relative terms (rather than 
absolute) 
3. Arrange the information flow in a sequence 
The former alternative requires an increase in the 
dimensions used to transmit data to a receiver. The 
latter alternative is limited by the immediate span of 
memory. Only a limited number of information bits can be 
retainec in short term memory for decision processing. 
The second alternative (using relative rather than 
absolute judgments) can be achieved by arranging the 
information bits to facilitate easier comparison. 
To summarize from the perspective of the current 
study* Mi tier’s views on information flew and channel 
capacity can be applied to an accounting environment. In 
order to increase the efficiency of an accounting system* 
the channel caoacity must be increased. This capacity is 
related to the memory and perceptual capabilities of the 
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reader* and therefore* theories of memory* pattern 
recognition* and learning become relevant* These are 
discussed next* 
Perception and Cognition 
The primary source for theories and research on the 
perceptual characteristics of the human mind are found in 
the psychological literature* Before surveying those 
theories* the term cognition <i*e** cognitive pyschology) 
must be defined* Neisser has offered the following 
definition [ 22 ] • 
*•••• all processes by which the sensory input is 
transformed* reduced* elaborated* stored* 
recovered* and used***** 
This implies that the perceptual process is a 
comprehensive and active mechanism that transforms the 
external environment into a mental registration* The 
orocess is a continuum covering the range from sensation* 
through to memory* and finally utilization of memory for 
actual thought• 
Z 221 Neisser* U** 
1967) :<*. 
Cognitive Psychology (New York* Apoleton* 
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This subject has been studied by the information 
theorist via information processing models. Under these 
models* it is assumed that the process can be categorized 
into separate stages for more detailed study. Neisser and 
Beller have outlined three such stages [23]. They are: 
1. Stimulus Examination 
2. Identification 
3. Memory Examination 
The Stimulus Examination stage occurs when the image is 
first processed by the active memory. Mext* the image 
must be recognized (identified) such that it can be 
compared with images already present in the memory* or 
prepared to form a new memory image. These stages will be 
expanded via additional models* but at this point it is 
insightful to draw the comparison to the accounting 
researchers* view of the process. As highlighted in 
Chapter I* Driver and Mock formulated the sequence as an 
input* process* and output relationship C 2 4 D. Fertakis 
[23] Stephen K. Reed* Pyscholooi cal Processes in Pattern 
Recoqn i t i on (Academic Press* New York* 1973): 8 0* quoting 
U. Neisser and H. K. Beller* "Searching Through 
Uordllst*" British Journal of Psychology (19 fa 5) 
56:349-358. 
[24] Driver and Mock* 1975* pp. 490-508. 
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highlighted the feedback nature with his Abstraction 
Model C 253. As Figure A indicates* Fertakis incorporated 
the cognitive process within his paradigm* and recognized 
the pyschologial implications for the system C263. 
Figure 4 
The Abstraction Process in Financial Communication 
2 • ABSTRACTION IN FIGURES 
1 . CONCRETE 
PHENOMENON 
3. SUMMARY OF 
ABSTRACTED DATA 
5• JUDGMENTS AND 
DECISIONS 
4. COGNITION PROCESS 
OF INDIVIDUAL 
C 25 T John P. Fertakis* M0n Communication, Understanding* 
and Relevance in Accounting Reporting*" The Accounting 
Review 44(0ctober 1969)4:689. 
C263 Ibid* p. 639. 
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A second cognitive assumption is that perception 
cannot be separated from memory or Learning. Information 
must be learned? that is enter some level of memory before 
it can be manipulated by the human processor. 
From a visual perspective? cognition can be 
characterized under the general heading of pattern 
recognition. Figure 5? developed by Stephen Reed? aids in 
coneentua 1 izing this Pattern Recognition Process C27]. 
The Figure demonstrates the flow of the input from the 
initial stimulus through to the final repository in 
memory. Prior to expanding this model? it is advantageous 
to define the terminology of the image transfer. Internal 
representations can be of two types (as noted on the left 
side of Figure 5). One is the concrete image which is the 
image ohysically present in the environment. The second 
reoresentational type is the abstract image which is the 
one created by the observer and the one that wilt be 
transferred to the long-term memory storage ( if the 
processor choses to remember the image). The dichotomy of 
Images can aid in exolaining why different minds do not 
always remember the world in a universal fashion. Each 
individual is forming his own personalized internal image 
of reality. 
C271 Stephen K. Reec? PsycholocicaL Processes in Pattern 
Recoon 11ion (Academic Press I New York? 1973)1224. 
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Figure 5 
Stages of Pattern Recognition 
Stimulus 
Examination 
Concrete 
Image 
Abstract 
Image } 
Feature Extraction^- 
Re ations Reanalysis 
Enter Memory 
The Stages of Dattern Recognition highlight the 
processes that occur as an external image is examined and 
searched* looking for idiosyncratic features and 
relationships* which the mind can utilize as it develops a 
pattern description for use in remembering the image* 
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These transactions have been categorized by the applicable 
stages of memory. Shiffrin and Atkinson have constructed 
a memory model which presents a gross overview of the 
Human Memory C 2 9 3 • This model* presented in Figure 6* 
provides a perspective for the entire HIP system. 
Figure 6 
Human Memory-As an Information Processor 
C 2 8 3 Stephen K. Reec* Psychological Processes in Pattern 
Recocnition+ (Academic Press* 1973)* p. 3* quoting R. M. 
Schriffin and R. C. Atkinson* "Storage and Retrieval 
Process in Long-term Memory*" Psychologi cal-F ey.ljLfl 
<1969)76: 72-92. 
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The Shiffrin and Atkinson model divides memory into 
three structural components for analysis purposes. The 
major information flow* entering from the Input Stimulus* 
must first be recorded on a Senscry Register* such as the 
retina of the eye (in a visual setting). The time 
duration at the sensory organ is extremely short* usually 
limited in terms of nerve stimulation. For vision* a 
single image remains current on the retina for less that a 
fraction of a second. To verify that* consider the 
stimulation for motion? the mind takes the separate images 
and links them together to form a continuous stream of 
action. For the standard motion picture* each image 
remains on the screen for approximately one sixteenth of a 
second. The second stage is represented by Short-Term 
memory. This level of memory selects stimulations from 
the nerve endings and holds those images for additional 
processing. Naturally* the Short-Term (ST) memory does 
not record all images. This can be demonstrated if one 
considers the confusion that woulc develop if the mind 
attempted to record all the images that are available when 
the focus of sight is moved from cne location to another. 
Without the selection process* a blur of images would 
overload the Short-Term registers. The image on the 
retina is the concrete image defined earlier. As the 
image enters the ST register it begins the transition to 
an Abstract Image for Long-Term memory consideration. It 
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is hypothesized by the designers of this model that the 
data remains current in the ST registers for about thirty 
seconds. During that time* the data is manipulated* 
comparedt modified* processed! or eventually discarded. 
If it is not discarded* the information can be transferred 
to Long-Term Storage. 
Long-Term Storage <LTS> is the permanent memory 
(within the confines of normal human capacity). It is 
insightful to view the sequence in comparison to a modern 
digital computer. The basic components are the input 
device (Cathode Ray Tube= retina)* the local working area 
(Locally attached files=Short-Term storage)* the processor 
(Central Processing Unit=Response Generator)* and the 
long-term files (disk or taoe fi les = Long-Term Storage). 
The Response Generator is the area where the processing 
and manipulation of information actually occurs. It is 
the source of the responses issuec to the external world 
as output. This is comparable to the Criver and Mock 
Processor Component C29I. The Response Generator can 
access information from either the ST or LT storage areas 
as it performs its normal functions. 
C293 Criver and Mock* 1975* p. 491 . 
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The above model presents a gross overview of the 
information flow* but it does not provide the theories on 
the actual transfer of the inputs to the Long-Term 
registers* These initial stages of recognition have been 
investigated by a number of psychological researchers* 
The more generally accepted ideas in the area of 
representation have been developed by Eleanor Gibson* Her 
theories were augmented by Neisser C30]* Initially* a 
feature recognition process can exist* where the subject 
examines a total picture or view (as received by the 
sensory register')* one feature at a time* This 
individualistic and sequential examination is termed a 
serial recognition process* drawing the terminology from 
the physical sciences* As a complementary view* the 
processor can perform a gross search of the image* 
searching for invariant patterns* Those patterns form 
templates that can assist in transferring the image tc 
Long-Term memory* This latter technique is termed a 
parallel search* again drawing from the jargon of 
electrical flow* Thus two opposing theories can be 
suggested to cover the pattern recognition process# The 
Gibson Paradigm is shown in Figure 7 under the general 
heading of perceptual learning# 
C301 Reed* 1969* pp* 13-15* 72-84. 
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Figure 7 
Perceptual Learning 
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With the aid of Figure 7* the two general theories of 
pattern recognition can be summarized# The Feature 
Recognition school states that the mind scans the image in 
the Short-Term Store (STS)? one feature at a time# It 
compares each feature with those stored in the Long-Term 
Store (LTS) searching for a commonality* Obviously? this 
is a time consuming operation? but it is extremely 
accurate* The process seeks a most economical (singular 
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or small) set of features that can be used to encode the 
image for the LTS* Notice that there is a transformation 
of images between the concrete image of the external 
environment and the abstraction which enters the LTS# 
Once the most economical feature has been isolated* the 
image can be classified and transferred to the LTS* The 
serial Processing is represented by the left channel on 
Figure 7* The final step of naming the image symbolizes 
the identification of the image for future reference under 
a given title (the name)* 
A parallel scan is operationalized in the right 
channel of Figure 7* The mind observes the entire 
concrete image (in the STS) simultaneously* searching for 
relationships and patterns* When invariant patterns 
(i*e** those that do not change or spanning a large enough 
field to incorporate a pattern of changes) in STS are 
discovered* the patterns will be classified and 
transferred to the LTS* Schema theory has been suggested 
as an explanation of the parallel recognition process* A 
schema is a set of rules that can be used to recreate some 
object or abstaction* According to the theory* the mind 
examines the pattern* scanning for an application of a 
known set of rules (i*e** known in the LTS)* When the 
processor finds a set of rules that apply* the image can 
be transferred to LTS* The image may be stored as an 
application of a known schema with minor exceptions or 
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modification* hence creating the uniqueness of the image. 
The schema theory is credited to F. C. Bartlett [313. 
Both the serial and parallel theories have logical 
appeal* but it is doubtful that they occur simultaneously 
as they are mutually exclusive. Therefore* it is 
hypothesized that the mind initially performs a parallel 
scan of the entire image as part of the continuous 
information examination C 3 2 3 • When the scan encounters a 
oattern that just does not fit any of the past experience* 
the parallel processing ceases and a feature scan is 
initiated. Of course* this assumes that the subject finds 
the object of concern significant enough to warrant 
further investigation. Such an alternating scenario would 
be more time efficient. The above are theories* which 
have been investigated to test their validity. 
Sternberg* in studying high speed scanning revived an 
analytical technique that uses Reaction Times (RT) to 
determine the stages of memory processing C 33 3. Basically 
a subject is exposed to a stimulus* asked to respond* then 
[313 Ibid., pp. 26* 216. 
[323 Ibid.* pp. 223-226. 
[333 Saul Sternberg* "Memory-scanning: Mental Processes 
Revealed by Reaction-Time Experiments*" American Scientist 
( 196*3) 4 1421-457. 
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exposed to the same stimulus plus an additional item* and 
asked to respond again C34]. The difference between the 
initial RT and the augmented RT is interpreted as the time 
required to process the additional information. In 
Sternberg’s experiments the Reaction Times were plotted 
against the size of the stimulus list (information bits 
similar to Miller’s definitions)* assuming that each 
additional item required a proportionate increase in 
processing time. The results demonstrated a linear 
increase in the time (RT) required to process the 
additional items. This line was determined by normal 
linear regression calculations. Sternberg theorized that 
the linear pattern was caused by a sequential search where 
the processor examined the entire stimulus set prior tc 
responding. Such a search characterizes a serial 
processing of each stimulus feature. A problem develops 
in that if the processor finds a match between the 
stimulus and the feature stored in LTM* the search should 
stop and a response should be issued (i.e.» goal 
terminated search). The subjects were searching for a 
given value from an expanding list. Thus* they were to 
respond when they saw the stated stimulus. It was a 
matter of learning a symbol* then finding the same symbol 
[34] Saul Sternberg* "High-Speed Scanning in Human Memory*" 
Science 153(August 1966)37361652-654. 
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from a list* The Linear increase in Reaction Times with 
the expanded stimulus field does not demonstrate such a 
goat terminated process* If the processing ceased prior 
to the end of the stimulus list* the slope of the 
regression line would change with the size of the list and 
the location of the learned symbol* The slope did not 
chance as the list expanded* To justify the constancy of 
the slope* Sternberg suggested that the processor had to 
accomplish an exhaustive search prior to issuing a 
response* rather than a more time efficient 
self-terminating scan* 
Although the Sternberg theory on the exhaustive 
search does explain the linearity on the response slope* 
it is also plausible that the processor is undergoing a 
parallel processing of the entire image prior to issuing a 
response* The second explanation concurs with the Gibson 
theory* and the parallel pattern recognition scanning 
procedure* Furthermore* not all researchers have 
replicated the Sternberg results C353* A recency effect 
was evidenced when the more recent items were recognized 
within smaller Reaction Times* Because of these 
conclusions pertaining to the Sternberg theories* the 
C353 Reed* p* 70* quoting Morin* R* E** Derosa* 0* V** 
and Stults* V.» MPecognintion * Memory* and Reaction Time*" 
in A. F. Sanders <ed*>* "Attention and Performance*" 
Acta Psychologica (1967)27:298-305. 
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Gibson model is utilized in the current research on 
information processing in a graphic situation. 
To summarize the perceptual theories from an 
accounting perspective* information processing can be 
viewed as a sequential movement of images from the 
external environment through numerous stages culminating 
in Long-Term Storage. Accounting has a primary 
responsibility* as an information service* to provide the 
inputs for that cycle in an understandable format. Ir 
addition* the formats should function for a broad spectrum 
of reacer sophistication. The various processing methods 
(i.e.* serial and parallel) suggest that the patterns of 
information presentation can be operational in selecting a 
perceptual technique. To be more specific* grosser 
presentations of inputs would be processed in a parallel 
scan* as opposed to a more detailed format (emphasizing 
individual features) which would utilize a serial scan. 
Therefore* the presentation formats become operational for 
the selection of processing method. The theorized 
information flow is represented on Figure 8* a General 
Input r^odel (GIM) as generated by this author. 
The GIM draws upon the Gibson Model imposed on and 
incorporating the Shriffin and Atkinson memory scheme. 
The Format of presentation appears at the juncture between 
the alternative processing paths. The actual path 
selection is made within the STS area as it examines the 
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Figure 8 
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images sent by the Sensory Register* 
The Jungian personality theory suggests that the 
individual personality type (i*e*» either a Sensation or 
Intuitive perceiver) can affect the information input 
process* To place that dichotomy against the two 
hypothesized processing methods* it can be suggested that 
the Sensational perceiver has an affinity for serial 
processing* where the Intuitive perceiver may prefer the 
parallel method* The personality factor can be viewed as 
a confounding variable affecting the ability of the 
formats to direct the processor to either of the two 
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processing channels* 
The Miller Information Theory suggests that the 
information processing is restricted by the channel 
capacity of the human mind* Miller felt that this 
limitation could be modifiec or expanded by three methods* 
Those methods include: 
1* Increase the number of alternative stimuli 
2* Present the data on relative terms 
3* Arrange the information in a sequential flow 
In the context of selecting a processing channel* Miller*s 
suggestions appear to be directed toward the oarallel 
track* as opposed to the serial processing* Specifically* 
the suggestions attempted to move toward a parallel 
pattern recognition of information rather than the serial 
course* which has the limitation of short-term memory* 
Drawing from this Informat i on i st*s theory* an additional 
confounding variable enters into the processing channel 
selection procedure* The General Input Model is modified 
to include the confounding variables and presented in 
Figure 9• 
Figure 9 demonstrates the central focus of this study 
and the primary variables under consideration* By way of 
clarification* the model deals with the interface between 
the external environment* represented by the cue set* and 
Figure a 
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the entry of information into Long-Term storage* It is at 
this ooint where accounting formats can be manipulated to 
alter the flow of information between the processing 
channels* Operationalization of the distinction between 
processing methods is required to test the validity of the 
hypothesized relationships* As suggested by the Pattern 
recognition literature* parallel processing is more time 
efficient than a serial process* In addition* parallel 
processing with its more inclusive presentation of 
information can achieve a transmission of a higher 
dimension of data* More specifically* the reader may 
perceive additional information by viewing the 
relationships among the singular bits of data* which 
AS 
cannot be seen fro* the narrower focus of a serial 
scanning. 
In suntary « a General Incut *odel is developed that 
drains uoon the areas of Husan Information Processing* 
Jungian personality theory* Giosonfs pattern Recognition 
Theory* the Shiffrin and Atkinson memory -cdel* M1llerfs 
Channel Capacity* and the wason and witroff “anagesent 
Information System definition* Accounting* within the 
role as an information provider* has a responsiDlity to 
utilize reporting formats that capitalize uoon the 
relationships outlined in tre General Input wocel* The 
current research investigates the validity of the 3IM 
relationships* 
Graphic Generation Technicues 
Graphic generation technicues have become widely 
available within the last few years C 3 6 3 • This 
availaoility has been accelerated oy i^crcved software anc 
hardware* reduced cost of storage and co'outing* anc 
•anacerent’s cesire to cope with an ever-rising volute of 
statistical data C373* On the applications level* the 
computer generated graphics follow a numoer of 
C363 "The Scurt in Computer Graphics*" business * e ? k (June 
16*1*330) :13A-1D6* 
presentation avenues* The basic bar graph* and 
two-dimensional coordinate systems are easily produced for 
viewing either on hard copies or on a Cathode Ray Tube 
(CRT), ^ore refined programs will permit modification of 
the input data to present a changing flow of information 
to the viewer. More sophisticated programs bridge the gap 
to three dimenional presentations* thus creating a 
topographical surface for data examination. To add to the 
dimensionality of the surfaces* color can be added to 
permit additional encoding cf variables. Naturally* with 
the CPT or a high auality printer* the results can be 
Quite soectacular. Although the comouting technology has 
advanced at an increasing Dace* the theoretical 
understanding of the information processing has not kept 
pace. 
In the transition from one method of information 
oresentation to another a number of transformations are 
performed. In the financial setting* initially economic 
events are chanqed to a numerical (digital) representation 
usually by the rules of Generally Accented Accounting 
Practices* or some other set of rules. Ijiri has 
characterized this mapping as the principle-surrogate 
relationship. In his context* surrogates are defined as 
C 3 7 3 Wall Street Journal (Karch 5*1980):48 
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"the things or phenomena being represented* and the 
principle as the underlying things or phenomena" C38D. 
When dealing with measurement (for economic phenomena)* a 
special set of symbols called numbers are introduced. 
Clear relationships are established amoung these numbers 
or symbols. The numbers are assigned to underlying 
objects (economic phenomena) by the act of measurement. 
Thus* by measurement the underlying relationships among 
the phenomena are represented by the defined relationships 
among the numbers (i.e.* the symbols) C391. 
Returning to the graphic situation* a number of 
surrogate-principie and surrogate-surrogate relationships 
are established as the underlying economic phenomena are 
mapped onto the accounting formats. Each transition moves 
further from the underlying economic phenomena and 
complicates the return to that phenomena by the user of 
the economic information. The user must translate each 
individual numerical representation (of the economic 
phenomena) following the applicable number system’s rules 
of measurement. Such a discrete translation process can 
be compared to the serial processing channel outlined in 
C 3 8 3 Yuji Ijiri* The Foundations of Accounting Measurement * 
(Houston* Texas* Scholars Book Company* 1967):4-13. 
C 3 9 3 Ibid.* pp. 19-22. 
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the previous section* * graohical oresentatlon of the 
underlying phenomena (as generatec by a co-outer program) 
can by-pass the discrete translations as t* a t p - enosera Is 
vlewec In a parallel process* "his logic Is similar tc 
'Mller*s second alternative to Increase channel capacity 
(1*e** presenting the data on relative ter-s* rat'er t'3" 
absolute) r*2]* \aturally* as the nuroer of discrete 
translations of Information Is recuced* ere also reejees 
the processing tire reculre-ents• T"is logic parallels 
the oce ra t i cnal i z a t i cn of t h e fererces oet-een the 
serial and parallel processing outlined 1r tie previous 
sec t ler • 
4 computer algorithm can transforr "u-erical cata 
into graphic surfaces - ~ i c r car be ccreared * 11 - c u t tre 
necessity of discrete cigital translations* T-e prpgra-s 
usually interpolate oet-een t' e discrete digital values tc 
fori a continuous surface fer vie-irc* Tre three 
dimensions that are race avallaole by perspective 
generation techniques can ce utilized tc represent any 
selected -easjring prenorena* Naturally* ir t “ e f * nancial 
setting* dollar values* account i cent 1fica11 or* and tire 
are ccod candidates for the three axes* 5opulatior 
densities* geographic locations* population 
C 4 3 3 "11ler » p 53 
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character!sticst and political affiliations are other 
examples found within the current literature# 
The paucity of research into the field of human 
perception of graphics has been approached by a recent 
modest experiment conducted on Two-Variable Color Maps 
undertaken by Howard Uainer and Carl M# Francolini [413# 
This research was motivated by the lack of empirical 
evidence on the validity of graohics and the overwhelming 
amount of opinions that have been published over the 
years# The authors draw upon work done for the Census 
Bureau and the theories of Jacques Bertin C423# Bertin 
outlines three levels of sophistication for graphic 
displays# These are! 
1# The Elementary Level-translating the retina (a 
natural visual metaphor) variable back to the 
quantitative component 
2# The Intermediate Leve l-re l ating trends seen in 
the retinal variable to some other informational 
component 
3# The Suoerior Leve l-comparing the entire structure 
C 4 1 3 Howard Wainer and Carl M• Francolini# "An Empirical 
Inquiry Concerning Human Understand!ng of Two-Variable 
Color waps*" The American Statistican 34(May lq80> 
2 : 91-93 . 
C423 Jacques Bertin# Seminologie Craphioues (2nd ed#)# The 
Hague! Mouton-Gautier* cited by Howard Wainer and Carl M# 
Franolini* "An Empirical Inquiry Concerning Human 
Understanding of Two-Variable Color Maps#" The American 
Statistic an* 34<May 1 980 ) 2 : 84. 
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of one component to that of another 
The first level compares to the simple serial processing 
on the level of measurement theory outlined by I j i r i * with 
a singular surrogate-principle relationships C43I* The 
second level marks the transition range where parallel 
comparisons are utilized and filler’s second channel 
exparsicr method is used* The Superior level seeks to 
achieve a refined level of comparing two different 
parallel processed images* 
The Uainer and Francolini experiment concentrated 
upon the Elementary Level and manipulated one and two 
variable legends on maos* The responses were recorded as 
reaction times (using a stop watch) and as error rates. 
Their principle finoing was that the response time is 
primarily related to individual differences and to 
learning* Similar results were fcund by Criver and Mock 
in their HIP study* The error rates did differ between 
mac types* The authors interpret their results as 
indications that the two variable maps (as tested) offer 
little advantage at the elementary level* but may have 
value at the Intermediate or Superior Level (following the 
Bertin definitions). The legends had to be internalized 
C 4 3 3 I j 1 r 1 * pp* 4-13* 
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(weaorlzed) prior to Interpreting the saps* thus the 
Influence of learning Is nanifesteo# Further* they note 
that although It Is difficult to read one discrete value 
fro* a *ap* one can auite accurately estimate 
relationships between the presented components# Tnat 
observation concurs with the uille^1an suggestion outlined 
earlier In this chapter# 
The ■ainer and Francoline study* although relatively 
simple in cesign and limited In sample size (16 subjects)* 
does of*er some initial empirical evidence on tne graphic 
subject# The current stucy roves fcr-arc from that point 
with the development of a -ore refined ”odel (t"e General 
Input vodel) and a more soph i si11catec experimental 
t ec hr 1 cue• 
S u — ary 
In this chanter* theories fro- numerous fields are 
combined to formulate a General Incut “ocel* -rich 
ooeraticnallzes the potential effect of graphic 
presentations# The “ocels from each field are sum-arized 
in Table 1 according to their concepts relevant to this 
research. The entire eooel is couched within the confines 
of a Vanagenent Information Syste" -hich reauires 
consideration of the pyscholoclcal type* the 
oroarizatloral context* arc the -oce of presentation. 
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Studies in the areas of psychology* information systems* 
accounting* tooography* and statistics have ventured into 
this area* but little empirical evidence exists to support 
a comprehensive theory. The GIM craws upon the oast work 
and introduces a different presoective* creating a 
pararic"' which leads to testafcle hypothesis* These 
hyoothesis will be formulated and operationalized into an 
experimental design in Chapter III* 
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Table 1 
“ o d e l Sugary 
Pi:ure Title ; e levant Concept 
1 
c 
** 
6 
7 
8 
Information Processing 
Interdisciplinary 
Information 
Evaluation Mocel 
Jungian Personality 
Paradigm 
^Dstraction Process in 
Financial 
Cor"-unicat ion 
Stages of Pattern 
p ecognition 
Hunan vemory 
Perceotual 
Learning 
General Incut 
vode l 
Processing Conoonents 
Theory Sources 
Cata Peceotion 
Personality Tyce 
Cognitive Process 
in Accounting 
Research 
General Information 
Flow 
Stages of Meraory 
Cual Recognition 
Cnannels 
Comprehensive 
Vocel 
9 Confounding Inout 
Variables 
Relevant 
Variacles 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Chapter Organization 
The overall research cesign will be described In 
detail In the following chapter# Initially* the field of 
scientific inquiry will be outlined to provide the context 
for the present experiment# From that base* the model 
developed in chapter II will be presented and refined to 
yield a set of hypotheses# The repeated measures research 
design will be reviewed* followed by a description of the 
field experiment used to gather the research data# 
Scientific Investigation 
Modern scientific study is divided Into three levels 
of Inquiry# Inltally* exploratory studies are undertaken 
when there is tittle prior knowledge available to 
formulate hypotheses# The goat Is to gather elementary 
1nformatIon which 
The second type of investigation is the descriptive 
study* which has as its goal an e xpan sion and 
classification of know ledge# Without an adequate 
description of the field* there is no framework for the 
final stage of inquiry# The thirc level or stage is the 
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testing for causality between variables with hypothesized 
relationships. The final stage can only be accomplished 
with experimental manipulation* and even then it is 
limited to the constraints of the technique utlitized. 
The results require repeated verification before the 
observed relationships can be classified as scientific 
truths. 
The field of causal investigation has been ushered 
into the scientific community by the age of empiricism* 
which builds its foundations upon experimental 
observations and statistical inference. To aooly the 
scientific method to a research problem* a number of 
universal steps must be followed. Initially* a model of 
the phenomenon must be constructed such that the variables 
and relationships between those variables can be defined. 
In this model specification stage* numerous assumptions 
must be made and clearly delineated. The model should be 
derived from a theoretical framework and lead to 
hypothesized conclusions. The process involves both 
inductive and deductive logic in a double movement III. 
The double movement* as characterized by Dewey* requires 
an initial set of facts (the model) upon which one 
inductively derives a conclusion (the hypothesis). 
Cl] John Dewey* How We Think (Boston* D. C. Heath & 
Co.) :7S. 
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Deductive logic is then required to support the actuality 
of the conclusion (the hypotheses)* either based upon the 
initial set of facts or preferably a new set of facts that 
result from an experimental manipulation. The double 
movement is an iterative process as the second set of 
facts (the experimental results) are used to derive a 
second set of hypotheses* With each iteration* the 
reservoir of knowledge fills* and science Drogresses. 
General Input Model 
Prior to placing our problem in a sequence adaptable 
to the scientific method* the General Input Model (GIM) 
will be reviewed from the operational perspective* The 
GIM portrays a number of variables which react to yield an 
output* In addition to the listed variables* numerous 
other forces influence the relationships between the 
information presented and the information received* The 
variables or forces are categorized according to their 
influence* their observability* and their degree of 
control* Naturally* the standard dichotomy of dependent 
and independent variables is necessary to provide a 
direction of prediction* Independent variables produce 
the change in the criterion or dependent variables* The 
GIM advances that the method of processing information 
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(i#e#* parallel or serial) Is a dependent variable under 
the control of the enumerated Independent variables (i#e#* 
personality type* format type* anc the channel capacity). 
Furthermore* It Is suggestec that the dependent variable* 
although not directly observable* can be Inferred from 
chances In processing tires# 
The Incependent variables (IV) can be classified and 
expanded to recognize accitional influences upon the 
relationship# The first IV (personality) is a 
distillation of all the characteristics which create an 
indiv1cualfs behavior# Personality has been defined as 
the continuing process incorporating "personal 
orientations* dispositions* and interactions with others 
in a social setting" C23# It is the culmination of all 
one’s past experiences that interact to form the 
1ndividuality which has Been generalized to the 
personality tyoes such as those defined by Carl Jung. The 
dissection of personality into the numerous types is not 
within the scope nor the focus of this study* hence a 
valicated cuestionnaire has teen utilized to categorize 
the subjects according to personality type C31# In that 
manner the difficulty of measuring the personality 
C2] Edwin P. Hollander, Principles and Methods of Social 
Psychology* 3 ra Ed.Ciew York City* Oxford University 
Press* 1576):323# 
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construct has been eliminated from the operational model* 
The second Independent variable* presentation format* 
Is a combination of the numerous factors which determine a 
format* For example* the following variables Interact on 
a presentation format CAD* : 
1. Size 
2. Color 
3* Dimensions 
A. Perspe c tive 
5. Legend 
£ • Density of lines 
7. Type* size* and number of symbols 
8. Coordinate or row/column definitions 
9. Relationship between open space 
density 
and symbol 
10* Method of display (cathode ray 
display* paper* slides* etc*) 
tube video 
11. Scan direction (i*e** horizontal or ve rtic a l) 
12. Information being presented 
C3D Myers-Brlgqs Type Indicator by Katherine C* Briggs and 
Isabel Briggs-Myers* 
CAD Michael Mac donaId-Ross* "How Numbers are Shown* A 
Review of Research on the Presentation of Quantitative 
Data in Texts*" AV Communication Review 25(Winter* 
1977)A I359-AG9* 
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Any of the listed factors could be manipulated over a 
range to determine their influence upon information 
transmission. Unfortunately* such an endeavor would soon 
grow at an exponential rate; thus* as a matter of 
practica l ity* only a limited set of formats* each 
representing the manifestation of numerous variables* will 
be operationalized. Format will be a fixed variable 
within the GIM relationship. The actual selection is 
limited by the computing software* plus a subjective 
evaluation of the available formats. Criteria such as 
clarity of presentation* visual information overload* 
physical size* hidden perspectives* monochromatic balance* 
and presentation bit range (arounc 7) aided in developing 
the final formats. 
The final independent variable in the GIM is channel 
capacity as defined by George Miller C53. Given Millerfs 
suggested limit of “seven* plus or minus two*" the 
operationalization of this factor is focused about that 
value. The constraint is the result of physiological and 
mental limitations that have yet to be clearly defined. 
Consequently* enumeration of the interacting variables 
would be speculation beyond the scope or focus of this 
research. As a practical matter* the Millerian 
£5 3 Miller* p. 8 2. 
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suggestions for capacity expansion are tested as the 
formats are operationalized# 
The three selected independent variables in the GIK 
are not the only significant factors that can influence 
information transmission* rather they are the ones 
selected from the theory to be reasonable testing points# 
Experimental design offers a number of tools to 
control or incorporate sources of dependent variable 
variance in an effort to measure relationships more 
accurately# These tools include C 6 3• : 
1# Eliminating the influerce of a variable by 
standardizing-selecting homogeneous subjects on 
the questioned variable 
2# Randomizing the variable over all 
subjects-assigning subjects to groups and 
treatments on a random basis 
3# Building the extraneous variable into the design 
as an additional independent variable 
4# Matching the subjects according to a variable 
that is correlated to the dependent variable 
(then randomizing the assignment of matched 
subjects to the experimental groups) 
5# Statistical control of variance 
Table 2 summarizes the variables and the control 
technioues utilized in the experiment# 
C 6 3 Kerlinger* pp# 309-311. 
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Table 2 
Variable Control 
variable: TYPE TECHNIQUE 
Format IV Design 
Experience IV Matching 
Aptitude-Sub}ect IV Randomize 
Sex-Subject IV Randomize 
Sex-Administrator IV Standardize 
Processing Type IV Design 
Inst rument IV Standardize 
Information Content IV Standa rdize 
Context of Experiment IV Standardize 
Visual Capacity IV Randomize 
Contour Perception IV Randomize 
Data Aggregation IV Standa rdize 
Exposure Seouence IV Randomize 
Scaling of Cues IV Standardize 
Task Type IV Standardize 
Reaction Time CV Design 
KEY 
I V = Indepen dent Variable 
OV=Dependent Variable 
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Having highlighted the variables involved in the GIM* 
the Model will be redefined in terms of the formal 
scientific method* 
Hypotheses Development 
On a general level* the GIM poses the following 
problem or question: 
Do personality types and presentation methods 
Influence the transmiss i cn of information to 
receivers? 
Given the G I M • s theoretical development* the above 
question can be refined to three sets of propositions* 
each one stating a prediction based upon the model* 
Initially* the general theme of this reseach can be 
restated as follows: 
ProDOsition 1 
Presentation formats influence the information 
perceived by a statement reader* such that certain 
formats can transmit more efficiently depending 
uoon the reader’s personality type* 
This proposition can be refined according to personality 
types across formats* 
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A second proposition emerging from the GIM predicts 
the expansion or modification of channel capacity 
according to the Millerian suggestions. 
Proposition 2 
Presentation formats that capitalize upon the 
Millerian suggestions (i.e.* 1-increase the number 
of alternative stimuli* 2-present the data on 
relative terms* 3-arrange the information flow in a 
sequence) increase the number of information bits 
transmitted to the reader. 
This proposal requires the manipulation of information 
bits across formats. Exogenous variance can be reduced by 
controlling for personality type. 
A third proposition concerns the method of processing 
(either serial or parallel) and also the format which 
Incorporates Miller's suggestions. 
Proposition 3 
Parallel processing permits faster perception of 
information than serial processing and can be 
achieved with alternative presentation formats. 
The type of processing (parallel or serial) is a construct 
developed to aid in the explanation of Human Information 
Processing. As such* it is not observable and must be 
inferred by changes in the operat1onalized dependent 
variable (i.e.* specifically processing time or reaction 
tine) 
Propositions are not testable dec lara11ons* but they 
do lead to hypotheses* which are testable statements about 
relationships between variables* Prior to testing a 
variable* it must be operat1onal1zed or made measurable by 
an available instrument* Thus* initially each controlled 
or manipulated variable must be stated In metric terms* 
This is done In Table 3* A number of the metrics require 
additional explanation* 
Table 3 
Variable 0peration alization 
VARIABLE METRIC 
Formats (IV) 3 Types 
1- Conventiona l 
2- Graphic 
3- Graphic/Color 
Decision Processor (IV) 2 Types 
1- S en sa tiona l 
2- Intuitive 
Input Information Load (IV) Information Bits 
Levels-3*5*7*1C*30 
Processing Channel(DV) Response Time 
Dif fe rences 
Reader Skills (IV) 3 Reader Leve l s 
1 - N a i v e 
2- Averaqe 
3- Sophisticated 
Processing Efficiency (DV) Response Time 
KEY 
I V=Indeoendent Variable 
DV=Dependent Variable 
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The Input information load is a variable measuring 
the number of information bits being processed by the 
reader. This is operationalized by a series of five 
questions! each consisting of a different number of bits 
from the presented format. The questions cluster around 
the "magic number seven"* the limit predicted by 
Miller C71. Examples of the questions can be found in the 
Questionnaire Appendix. 
Reader skills* another incependent variable* can 
cause a large variation in the perception of information. 
These skills are the result of education* culture* 
experience* sex (via cu11ura l ization>* and business 
attitudes. The questionnaire includes a demographic 
response series* which provides raw data used to 
differentiate three reader skill levels (via Cluster 
Analysis). In design terminology* the experiment is 
blocked or matched based upon skill level to remove this 
source of exogenous variation. 
Having stated both propositions and the metrics for 
the variables* the hypotheses can be formulated. Each of 
the three propositions leads to a set of hypotheses that 
is tested via the experimental design. As stated earlier* 
a hypothesis is a statement about the relationship between 
C 7 ] Miller* pp. 81 f f • 
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variables* It offers one potential and theoretically 
defensible explanation for observed natural phenomena* 
Naturally* with any relationship there exists a 
multiplicity of explanations which are all potential 
hypotheses* ranging from the theoretically logical to the 
absurd* Thus* to prove that the one theoretically 
developed hyoothesis is correct* one must disprove all the 
remaining alternatives* Such a task is not within the 
caoacity of experimental design; hence the problem is 
approached from a different orientation* 
A potential explanation is stated in the negative* 
known as the null hypothesis* Statistical methodology 
provides the probabilistic techniques necessary to 
disprove (at a selected confidence level) any given 
hypothesis* Thus* although a given relationship cannot be 
proven true against all the potential alternative 
explanations* it can be proven not to be false* In that 
manner* known as rejection of the null hypothesis* science 
builds credibility for theoretically derived explanations 
for natural phenomena* A dichotomy is normally developed 
between the null hypotheses and their complementary 
affirmative hypotheses* Statistical tests are performed 
to reject the null and thus accept the alternative 
(affirmative) prediction* 
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Turning to Proposition 1* the following general and 
ancillary hypotheses can be statec: 
Hypothesis 12 There is no relationship between 
reaction times to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation. 
Hypothesis 1(a): There is no relationship between 
reaction times to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation when 
readers* skills are held constant (or* for a given 
level of readers* skill). 
Hypothesis 1(b): There is no relationship between 
reaction times to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation when 
readers* personality types are held constant (or* 
for a given personality type.) 
Essentially* the above hypotheses examine the potential 
effect of formats upon information perception* and the 
potential relationship between that perception and 
personality types. Theory has suggested such a 
relationship exists and that the intuitive person will be 
more receptive to graphic formats with their gross 
overview rather than the traditional numerical 
presentations. The corollary is suggested for the 
sensational oriented personality. 
Turning to the second oroposition* the following 
general and ancillary hypotheses can be stated: 
Hypothesis 21 There is no relationship between the 
information processing channel capacity as measured 
by reaction time differences between input bit 
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levels across formats# 
Hypothesis 2(a): There is no relationship between 
the Information processing channel capacity as 
measured by reaction time differences between input 
bit levels across formats when readers* skill 
levels are held constant# 
Hypothesis 2(b): There is no relationship between 
the information processing channel capacity as 
measured by reaction time differences between input 
bit levels across formats when readers* personality 
types are held constant# 
Essentially* the above hypotheses test the Millerian 
suggestions to increase channel capacity as 
ope raticna l ized by the graphic presentations# The theory 
predicts that the graphic format with its ease of 
comoarison* relative positioning of values* and added 
dimensionality* will increase the efficiency of 
information bit reception. Such a result should be 
measurable through changes in reaction time differences 
between formats • 
The final proposition <2) deals with the selection of 
processing channels# It yields the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 3: There is no relationship between 
format treatments and the switch of perception 
channel from serial to parallel* as measured by a 
movement in the inflection point on a plot between 
the information bit load and the reaction time# 
Hyoothesis 3(a): There is no relationship between 
the format treatments and the switch in perception 
channel when Readers* Skill Levels are held 
constant• 
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Hypothesis 3(b): There Is no relationship between 
format treatments and the switch In perception 
channel when Readers* Personality Types are held 
constant* 
The last hypothesis set utilizes the number of information 
bits transmitted (as operationalized by the questions) and 
the reaction time (to receive the information bits) to 
predict changes in perception techniques* It focuses 
about the number seven* a potential threshold for the 
receiver to change from serial to parallel perception* 
Now that the theoretical framework has been described and 
the hypotheses presented* it becomes necessary to describe 
the experimental design* This description follows* 
Research Cesign 
Experimental design selection is a compromise between 
a researcher’s desire for genera l i zable results* concern 
for measurement precision* and contextual characteristics 
of the system under study* After considering the 
theoretical asoects of the GIP* and the necessity for 
accurate variable measurement* a field experiment was 
selected as an appropriate design* The selection of 
reaction time as a depencent variable reauires accurate 
measurement of minor changes* hence the extraneous 
influences (and their effect on the dependent variable 
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variation) had to be carefully controlled* 
This research is classified as a field experiment 
primarily because of the experiirent’s physical location* 
The distinction between laboratory experiment and field 
experiment depends upon the actual location of the 
experiment* the amount of control over extraneous 
variables* and the manipulated variables C83* The first 
two criteria clearly place this research in the category 
of field experimentation* The experiment was conducted in 
the field* Therefore* control over the extraneous 
variables* although carefully regulated during the actual 
experiment* cannot equal the rigor available within a 
laboratory setting* The third criterion implies that the 
field setting is an integral part of the manipulated 
variable* Such was not the case in this experiment* The 
alternative locations were necessitated by the method of 
subject selection. In an effort to expand the 
genera l izability to a broader population base* subjects 
were recruited from both in and out of the academic 
environment* and both with and without business 
experience* To acauire such a sample* the experimental 
setting was moved to the subjects* rather that the 
converse* 
C8] Kerlinger* pp* 398-405* 
The basic experiment is a multifactor repeated 
measures design* where the same subjects are evaluated at 
increments between several treatments* The actual 
physical experiment is described prior to the technical 
explanation* This should add to the clarity of the 
underlying concepts as they are presented* 
The subjects received a multipage questionnaire and a 
signal switch (a simple handle grip with a button switch 
on the end)* The switch was connected to an event 
recording device that was used to determine the reaction 
times* The booklet is a series of nine format 
presentations* each followed by five questions that refer 
to the visual display* A subject opens the booklet to a 
format and a question* After reading the question and 
observing the format* the subject answers the question on 
the booklet page. The questions are printed on half pages 
which are bound on the lower portion of the booklet such 
that the subject can observe one format while turning five 
question pages* The subject then actuates the timer and 
turns to the next question page* Each subject works 
through the nine formats and the associated 45 questions 
at his (or her) own pace* answering the questions* 
actuating the timer* and turning the pages* After 
completing the Format Section* each subject completes an 
abridged version of the Nyers-Driggs Personality 
questionnaire* and finally a set of demographic questions* 
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In summary* the questionnaire booklet contains three 
sections* and elicits a timed response via the event 
recording device. 
Returning to the experimental design* the format is 
the independent variable* which is manipulated through a 
defined range of three presentations. For c larification* 
the experiment is represented d i agrammatica 11y in Figure 
10. On Figure 10* the independent variable (formats) is 
represented by three levels by the column headings 
Conventional* Graphic* and Graphic Color. The Group 
column represents the division of subjects according to 
business skills. The subjects are numbered consecutively 
under the Subject column* and solit into the applicable 
groups. The body of the Figure is the dependent variable 
measure (X=Reaction Times)* each identified by subscripts 
for the Reader Group (I)* Format Type (J)* and Subject 
Number (K). Each subjects response is recorded after 
viewing each format. Reaction time readings are taken 
successively for each subject across all three formats. 
Comparisons can be made between columns without 
intersubject differences confounding the results. 
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Figure 10 
Experimental D e s i q n 
FORMATS 
Grouo Subi • Conventional G raoh i c Graoh/Color 
1 1 X(111) X (121) X(131) 
2 X(112) X (12 2 ) X <132 ) 
ii it n n 
n n n it 
2 B X < 218) X(228) X(238) 
9 X ( 2 1 9 ) X(22 9 ) X (239) 
« n n N 
it It ii n 
I N X<IJK) X( I JK) X(IJK ) 
KEY 
I=Reader Grouo 
J = Forma t Type 
K=Subject Number 
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Statistical Model 
Returning to the statistical model as implemented by 
a repeated measure experimental design* the total 
variation in subject responses (here the reaction time) 
can be attributed to six sources. With the two factor 
( i • e • * subject group and presentation format) design* and 
assuming additivity (i.e.* the experimental effects can be 
added in a linear fashion) the following linear model can 
be formulated C93. : 
Line ar Model 
X(ijk)=U + A(j) ♦ C ( k C i3) ♦ B ( j) ♦ A B ( i j) ♦ 3 C ( j k C13 ) ♦ e (m C i j k 3 ) 
KEY 
U=Grand Mean 
A(i)=Reader Group* 1=1—3 
B<j)=Format Type* j=l-2 
C(kCi 3)=Subjects* k = 1 - n 
AB (i j)=Format*Reader Group Interaction 
AC(j kC i 3)=Format*Subjects Interaction 
e(mlijk3)=Random Error 
C 9 3 B. J. Winer* Statistical Principles in Experimental 
Design (New York City* McGraw-Hill Book Company* 2nd. 
Ed.* 1971)1519. 
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Nesting is indicated by the brackets* C ]* and occurs 
when the enclosed effect is limited to a single level of 
the outsice factor. For example* the subject effect (k) 
is limited to one level of the reader group M3 in the 
third term of the linear model* C(kM3). There is no way 
to evaluate the interaction between reader group and 
subjects because each subject appears in only one reader 
group. Thus that interaction effect appears as part of 
the error term. The model does not include a carry-over 
effect factor. A carry-over effect exists when the 
results (as measured by the dependent variable) from one 
treatment (format) are influenced by previous treatments. 
If such an effect does exist* it also becomes part of the 
error term. The above is formulated using the Reader 
Group (skill level) as one of the two factors. The GIM 
indicates that the Personality Type* either sensational or 
intuitive* should be considered by the research design as 
well as the Reader Group. This can be done by replacing 
the Reader Grouo by the Personality Type. Formulation of 
a three factor model recuires only a nrinor theoretical 
extension of the linear model* but does require more 
degrees of freedom (acauired by increasing the subject 
base) than are available? therefore that expanded model is 
not presented. 
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Considering the potential for between subjects 
variation* repeating the measures across the same subject 
manifests the major advantage of this technique. 
Individual subject scores (reaction times) are compared 
within the same subject* thus cancelling the potential 
between-subject variation. Statistically* that variation 
is removed from the error term and incorporated as a 
factor within the linear model. 
An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) table is constructed 
using the available expected mean squares to establish the 
appropriate F tests for the partitioned factors. This 
table is shown in Figure 11 C101 • The within-cell 
partitioning (within subjects) is made available because 
of the repeated measures on the same subject. 
Figure 11 is a standard representation of an ANOVA 
table. On the left* the potential sources of dependent 
variable variation are listed. In addition to the 
standard ANOVA factors* the normal error term (within cell 
or subjects) is further divided into two non-overlapping 
factors. The subject within groups factor is a function 
of the experimental error and the individual subject 
differences. The second factor is an interaction between 
the experimental error and the repeated factor (formats) 
C 1 0 7 Winer* p. 520. 
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Figure 11 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Source of Sums of 
Variation Square^ 
d#f# Mean 
Sguares 
F Ratio 
(MSE/SSE) 
Between Subjects 
RDR Type 
np-1 
P-1 F-l 
Subj# Within Groups p(n-1 ) F-2 
Within Subjects np < q- 1) 
Formats (q-1 > F-3 
Format s*Grouos (p-1) <o-l) F-4 
Formats*Subjects 
Within Groups 
p(n-l) (q-1) F - 5 
KEY 
D=Reader Group Type (RDR Type) 
q=Format Type 
n=Subj ec t s 
confounded with the Individual differences# The latter 
factor can be Drlmarlly a function of experimental error 
If the format/individual differences portion is not 
significant# Thus* the Mean Square of the last factor can 
serve as the denominator for the F ratio when testing the 
significance of the within subject variations# The 
derivation of the individual F ratio will be discussed 
later# 
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The next ANOVA column Is the Sum of Squares for each 
variation (measured as deviations from the appropriate 
mean). This is followed by the appropriate degrees of 
freedom < d•f•) column. Mean Squared Errors are derived 
by dividing the Sum of Squares by the d.f.* and are 
utilized in calculating the F ratio. Lastly* the 
individual F ratios are listed. This ratio is utilized to 
test each source of variation against the random chance of 
that variation's occurrence. This is accomplished by 
comparing the variance of a factor (as measured by its 
MSE) against the variance of the applicable error for that 
factor. 
As indicated above* the ANOVA tests are based upon an 
F ratio. The distribution of that ratio results when two 
Chi Sauare distributions are first divided by their 
respective degrees of freedom. The Sum of Square 
deviations of normal values creates a Chi Square value? 
hence an initial requirement for an F distribution is 
fulfilled by the ANOVA design. As a further requirement* 
the numerator and the denominator must be independent. 
This will be met when the denominator is derived from the 
error term* and the numerator is derived from the model*s 
factors. The error term is assumed to be independent from 
the model * s factors (i.e.* errors are independently and 
normally distributed) CllD. One complication does arise 
in that the denominator for the ANCVA test is formed by 
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pooling the variances of all the ANOVA cells. To properly 
pool those variances* they must be similar. This 
requirement is known as homogeneity of variance between 
subjects. Although it has been demonstrated that this 
assumption is too restrictive for normal experimental 
purposes* the degree of homogeneity must be 
measured C123. If it is severely violated* the raw data 
may require a variance stabilizing transformation. The 
requirement arises because the denominator in the F ratio 
reoresents a pooling of different sources of variation 
(from the different subjects). 
Hypothesi s Tests 
Hypothesis 1* described earlier in this chapter* is 
testable via the F ratios derived as described above. 
Specifically* ratio F-3 will test the Hypothesis 1(a) 
which deals with the relationship between the format 
treatments and the reader skill level. Ratio F-3 will 
also test Hypothesis 1(b)* which deals with the 
relationship between the format treatments and the reader 
C 111 Jerorre L. Myers* Fundamental of Experimental resign^ 
(Boston* Allyn and Bacon* Inc.* 1 S 7 R * Third Edition):66. 
C121 Ibid.* pp. 172-173. 
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personality types* Naturally* the ANOVA will be run with 
the Jungian personality types replacing the reader skill 
levels to make the second test* 
The second set of hypotheses deals with the Millerian 
suggestions for increasing the processing channel capacity 
as operationalized by the different formats* Those 
suggestions include: 1-increase the number of alternative 
stimuli* 2-present the data on relative terms* and 
3-arranae the information flow in a sequence* Each 
question is formulated to require the processing of a 
definite number of information bits* Bit levels are 
determined by counting the number of information items 
that a subject must perceive to respond to a question* 
That includes selection of an account* a time range* and 
the information bit on the body of the display* Thus the 
minimum bit level that one can query is three! one for the 
account* one for the time* and one for the display 
content* The individual response reaction times (RT) 
represent the time required t 0 perceive the different 
levels of information bits* Comparison of the reaction 
times between formats tests the implementation of Millerfs 
techniques as operationalized by Graphic pre sentations• 
The reaction time differences must follow the information 
bit range* 
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Figure 12 presents the bit levels queried by each 
question • The order of the question does not follow the 
bit order to avoid a learning pattern. Question 4 deals 
with a single trend* while question 2 requires comparisons 
between 2 shorter t rends • The reaction time differences 
Figure 12 
Question Focus 
Question 
Mu • 
Bits 
Queried 
Method 
1 5 Single account over 
3 period range 
2 1 0 Two accounts over 
3 period range 
~Z 3 Single account* single period 
4 7 Single account 
6 period trend 
C 
w 30 Five accounts* 
6 period range 
React ion Time Differences 
Guestion Difference Bit D i fference 
Q1-Q3 5-3 
Q2-Q1 10-3 
G4-G2 7-10 (Trend difference) 
G5-G2 30-10 
Q5-Q4 30-7 
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follow the order of information bits: moving from Q1-Q3 
for the 5 and 3 bit situation to the Q4-Q5 for the 7 and 
30 bit difference. Five differences are shown on the 
lower section of Figure 12* Each of the question 
differences is tested by the Repeated Measures ANOVA 
(presented above) which can be blocked on either the 
reader skill level or the reader personality type* 
Spec i fi cal ly* the F ratio F-3 on Figure 11 will test 
Hypotheses 2(a) and 2(b)* 
The final set of Hypotheses ceals with the processing 
method* either serial or parallel* It suggests that a 
transition to parallel information processing from serial 
processing will occur more rapidly with a graphic format 
than with a conventional format* The transition should be 
operationalized by a non-linear increase in Reaction Time 
as the number of information bits increases* To make the 
inter-format comparisons* the reaction times for each 
format must be plotted* A significant difference between 
the reaction times such that the Graphic times become 
curvilinear at lower input levels can indicate an earlier 
change to the parallel processing technique. This test is 
exoanded in Hypotheses 3(a) and 3(b)* when the sample Is 
blocked upon personality type and reader skill* 
respectively* 
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The basic hypotheses are tested via the repeated 
measures ANOVA and analysis of the reaction time plots. 
Prior to analysis* the raw data are standardized across 
each individual subject* in an effort to reduce 
inter-subject aptitude differences. Three observations 
are made at each treatment level to provide the required 
data points for the standardization and to provide a 
limited learning opportunity. By the third response set* 
the subject should have migrated along his or her learning 
curve to a uniform (across treatment levels) level of 
proficiency. The Mock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyi study 
pointed out the necessity to control for learning within 
the Human Information Processing setting C 131 • In the 
current study* it is assumed that the subjects are 
familiar with the conventional numerical formats* but have 
little experience with the Graphic presentations; 
therefore this repetition is necessary to provide for 
learning. 
C13 3 Mock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyi* op. 129-153 
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Validity Tests 
Validity tests are performed to verify the accuracy 
and consistency of the experimental techniques* the 
measurement Instrument* and the subject responses to the 
manipulated variables* When testing human subjects many 
other forces must be considered as potential exogenous 
influences upon the experimental response* These forces 
can lead to falsified responses (manifested as either 
reducec reaction times or as Incorrect answers)* One test 
for potential falsification is the examination of the 
relationship between incorrect responses and reduced 
reaction times. If a decrease in reaction time is 
accompanied by an increase in wrong answers* the validity 
of the subject*s response to the manipulated variable 
might be questionable* Determination of the causes of the 
falsification is beyond the scope of this research* One 
can speculate potential causes such as peer pressure* 
faticue* lack of understanding of the task* lack of 
motivation for the task* or calculated sabotage* In any 
case* the results would be questicnab l e* 
Additional validity arguments concerning both 
internal and external validity will be discussed In 
Chapter IV (Analysis of the Results)* 
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Format Construction 
Three format treatments are utilized as fixed levels 
for the independent variable manipulation. These formats 
are restricted by the computing resources available* yet 
they still represent the result of considerable 
flexibility# Initially* and for experimental consistency* 
each format must present the same volume of information 
bits* This restriction is controlled by the graphic 
display detail definition; specifically* the complexity of 
the cisclay* On the other hano* the conventional digital 
formats are limited by the print censity (i*e** characters 
per inch)* which represents a less constraining 
restriction* Statistical tatles* as found in any good 
statistical text book* contain up to 1000 individual 
entries* each representing one information bit* Tests of 
the Mllerian "magic number seven" do not recuire displays 
of the 1000 bit magnitude* Conseauently* the graphic 
formats control the display size* 
The Graphic hardcooy (i*e** paper copy) facilities 
generate a three dimensional planar surface of varying 
textures and contours* After individual cata points are 
defined for the surface* the computing algorithm creates a 
continuous plane between the points by drawing a surface 
of single lines* The surface resembles a topographical 
map* To Improve the readability of the display* a legend 
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is added* the contours are manipulated to form plateaus 
about each data point* longitudinal and latitudinal 
coordinates are added* and the viewing angle is adjusted 
to optimize the three-dimensional perspective* Three axes 
are defined as follows: 
1* X-axis: Account titles (6) 
2* Y-axis: Dollar Volume ($0-$500) 
3* Z-axis: Time period (bi-monthly) 
These modifications to the graphic format evolved through 
a sequence of experimental manipulations and critical 
examination by outside observers* aided by advice in the 
graphic literature [14], The resulting graphic format 
presents 36 data points of financial information* In 
addition* the accounts are ordered such that the lowest 
average balance account aooears in the foreground followed 
by the remaining accounts in ascending order. This 
creates a random title order which is duplicated on the 
conventional format* The ordering minimizes the 
possibility of obscuring information bits in the valleys 
of the more distant accounts* As an additional 
precaution* questions are developed that do not query 
concealed information* The resulting displays are shown 
C14] MacOonald-Ross* pp* 359-40^* 
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in the Appendix • 
The third format Level reauires the addition of color 
to the graphic displays. This is accomplished by using 
four randomly selected and reproducible colors to define 
the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates. The issue 
of color blind subjects is added to the error term. In 
all other respects graphic formats follow the same design 
principles* varying only in the information bits 
presented. 
All account titles are randomly selected from a pool 
of twelve conventional accounting expenses* and randomly 
assicnec to the displays. Rancomness is used to control 
any systematic bias that the subjects may harbor for any 
individual account. The basic ocol represents accounts 
normally found in the marketing and display area of a 
retail department store. The values within each account 
are randomly assigned to avoid any preconceived notions 
regarding the size or pattern of accounting values* and to 
force the subject to read each format prior to responding 
to the cuestions. 
The sample Questionnaire was administered to a pilot 
sample prior to finalization. The Appendix contains a 
copy of the comolete questionnaire. 
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Reaction Tirre Measurements 
The questionnaire elicits two types of dependent 
variable responses* One is the actual pencil and paper 
response recorded as a mark on the question page* The 
second response is the reaction time required to read a 
question* observe a format* find the answer* and finally 
mark the correct response* That time is recorded using an 
Esterline Angus Multiple Event Timer* This device allows 
twenty subjects to simultaneously and independently 
accomplish the questionnaire while recording timing marks 
on a continuously moving paper tape* The subject merely 
depresses a single pole signal switch mounted on a simple 
handle grip after responding to each question* The 
procedure is self-paced so each subject can progress 
independently* 
The paper tape is removed from the timer* and the 
distances between each individual subject*s response marks 
is measured and recorded* Because the tape moves at a 
constant speed* the distance is a linear function of time* 
and can be used as a metric for the reaction time* 
Naturally* the distances are measured using the metric 
system (i*e*» centimeters)* Those distances represent 
observations on the raw dependent variable* 
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Reader Skill Level 
The theoretical development has suggested that a 
systematic bias in information perception can result from 
varying levels of reader financial sophistication C153. 
Such a conclusion has intuitive appeal; therefore* to 
control such a bias (i.e.* remove it from the error term)* 
the subjects are blocked based upon this characteristic. 
The demographic portion of the Questionnaire queries 
characteristics that measure this financial skill. 
Unfortunately* there is no a clear consensus or definition 
of financial reading skill; therefore* a carefully 
selected set of demographic* educational* and experiential 
characteristics are collected for each subject. This list 
includes; 
1. Years of business relatec experience 
2. Number of high school accounting course taken 
3. High school major 
4. Colleoe level major 
5. Mathemat i cal courses 
6. CPA status 
7. Computer experience and exposure 
8. Financial analysis experience 
C15 3 Vock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyi* pp. 129-153. 
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9 • Age 
10. Sex 
Although other items are worth/ of consideration* the 
above list is restricted to prevent excessive subject 
fatigue. The demographic survey is the third and final 
portion of a forty page questionnaire. This research is 
not focused upon the explicit cefinition of financial 
reading skill* so the analysis of the demographic 
responses is limited to partitioning the sample into three 
levels. This is accomplished with cluster analysis. 
Cluster analysis is a technique that concentrates 
upon the similarity between variables. Subjects are 
linked together to form clusters based upon a criterion 
such as the cartesian distance between the variables. 
Analysis is normally performed in a step-wise fashion as 
variables are added to the clustering. The primary value 
of the technique is as a pre-c l ass i fication tool* where 
the natural groupings of the data are not previously 
known. The computer routines add variables* representing 
dimensions of similarity* to the pool of data points 
(subjects). At each step* the sutjects with the closest 
inter-point distance are grouped to form clusters. 
Additional points ana dimensions are added to form 
expanded clusters of similarity. The process continues 
until all the subjects are croupec into one large cluster. 
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When* as In the current case* more than one clustering is 
desired* one returns to an earlier stage in the 
hierarchial process until the proper number of unlinked 
clusters are defined* 
There is no pretense to the selection of the proper 
dimensions required to block readers according to the 
levels of financial sophistication* The clustering and 
the resulting groupings are accomplished solely to remove 
one potential systematic influence from the error term and 
incorporate that bias within the basic analysis* 
Summary 
The General Input Model* developed in Chapter 2* 
directs this research to a repeated measures factorial 
experimental design* Such a design* when incorporated 
with a field experiment* allows the sampling of a more 
diverse subject population with fewer reauired 
observations to achieve a comparable level of refinement 
as a traditional factorial treatment* The repeated 
observations over the same subject factor out individual 
differences thus permitting a clearer study of the 
treatment effects* The subjects* personalities and 
financial skills are then isolatec as blocking factors* 
The same design is used to test the Millerian suggestions 
for increasing processing channel capacity* when the 
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dependent variable is defined as the reaction time 
differences between questions* 
The final hypothesis concerning processing method 
(i.e.* serial or parallel) is examined by observing the 
plot of reaction times and information bits. Changes in 
the inflexion point between format treatments can be 
interpreted as a shift in processing method. 
The next Chapter (Analysis of the Results) will 
examine the internal and external validity of the 
experiment as well as present the results of the 
statistical tests. Those results will be interpreted ir 
light of the General Input Model. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Chapter Organization 
The experimental results will be presented in five 
sections* Initially* the research validity* both internal 
and external* will be evaluated* Next* the statistical 
problem of heterogeneity and the application of 
transformations will be discussed* Finally* each 
individual set of hyppotheses (three) will be examined in 
the light of the General Input Mocel and the theoretical 
framework that was developed in Chapter II* 
Experimental Validity 
Prior to examining the validity assessment* the 
research must be framed within the experimental design 
paradigm* To be categorized as a true experiment* like 
groups must be compared after receiving different levels 
of a treatment* This comparison is often referred to as 
the control* In addition* for adequate comparison* 
observations must be made prior to and after the 
experimental manipulation (treatments)* Using the 
notation of Campbell and Stanley* the experiment can be 
represented by Figure 13 C13* 
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Figure 13 
E x pe r 1 tren t a l Design Paradigm 
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0(1) X 0(2) 
R 
0(3) 0(4) 
TI^E 
key 
R=Randomly Assigned Subjects 
0(l)-0(4)= Observation points for Criteria Variable 
X= Independent Variable Manipulation 
Following F1sher*s contribution to experimental 
design# like groups are achieved by randomizing the 
assignment of subjects to experimental groups C 2 ] • Within 
the current context# the manipulation (representd by *X* 
in Figure 13) is the change in presentation format# not 
the changes in data represented upon each individual 
Cl] Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley# 
Experimental and Quasi-Experimcntal Cesigns for Research 
(Chicago# Rand McNally College Publishing Company# 
1963):13-27. 
C 2] Ibid.# p. 2. 
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format. The addition of a factorial design (the repeated 
measures design is a subset of factorial designs) causes a 
practical (but not conceptual) change in control groups. 
The different experimental treatments become the control 
groups for the remaining treatment levels; hence all 
experimental sets receive a manipulation. This more 
efficient comparison is one advantage of the factorial 
design. Within the current experiment* blocking was used 
in addition to the randomization. Blocking is the 
grouping of experimental sets on one variable* for example 
the level of reader sophistication* in an effort to remove 
one known potential exogenous source of variation from the 
experimental response (located within the error term of 
the poDulation model). Within each block* subjects were 
randomized to achieve homogeneity on all remaining 
characteristics. 
The characteristics of validity will be explored 
using the experimental oaradigm shown in Figure 13. 
Validity can be dichotomized into external validity and 
internal validity. The former refers to the 
genera l izability of the experimental results to 
populations beyond the experimental sample. This is not 
necessary for all experiments* but it is certainly 
desirable in our case. The internal validity is critical 
to achieving scientific purity. It refers to the 
experimental character i st i cs without which the experiment 
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would have questionable scientific value* and therefore 
have little value in the pursuit of knowledge. Within the 
context of Figure 13* internal validity is concerned with 
factors that can effect the observations C0(1)-0(4)J* 
while external validity is concerned with factors that can 
interact with the manipulation of X* Each of these 
validities will be assessed according to the criteria 
outlined by Campbell and Stanley [33. 
Internal Validity. 
There are eight characteristics or external variables 
which contribute to the basic minimum for a scientific 
experiment. These variables can confound with the 
manipulated varible in its effect upon the response 
criteria. 
Initially* specific events can occur between the 
observation points within the experiment* which could 
effect the second observation* yet be unrelated to the 
manioulation (i.e.* 0C1>—0(2) i 0(3)-0(4)). This is known 
as the history effect. Within the current experiment* the 
history effect was controlled by the short time between 
the observation points (less than 20 minutes) and the 
C 31 Ibid.* op.5-6* 8* 13-17 
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Isolation of the subjects from outside influences* In 
addition* the control group (the other treatment sets in a 
factorial design? C(3)-0(4)) were subject to the same 
experimental conditions as the experimental group* In 
light of these controls* the effect of history was minimal 
during the experiment* 
Related to time* the second potential extraneous 
variable is maturation* This refers to all processes that 
are a function of time* inducing fatigue* hunger* and 
growth* The relatively short experimental duration 
contributed to control of hunger and growth. Fatigue 
became more significant particularly with the repeated 
measure design* Subjects could tire of the task* To 
control for fatigue* the questionnaire was constructed 
such that the subject accomplished the more difficult 
tasks (responding to the format manipulations) first* then 
turned to the less demanding demographic and personality 
assessments* The set of questions was limited to five* as 
a compromise between potential fatigue and both a more 
refined gradation of information bits* and a more detailed 
examination of the format information* Even with these 
compromises and the relatively short experimental period 
J 
(i*e«* subjects required between 40 to 60 minutes for the 
entire questionnaire)* a few subjects did register 
excessive fatigue* and did not complete the Questionnaire* 
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It should be noted that 1 n an effort to achieve 
better gene railzability and t 0 sample a more diverse 
population* some subjects were drawn from a cultural and 
intellectual background which made the clerical task quite 
difficult. Two subjects appeared to be functionally 
illiterate when faced with the pencil and paper task. 
Their performance was so slow that they could not finish 
the task* hence they gave up? or the performance was so 
fast that it was apparent they were not accomplishing the 
task. In the latter case they were just filling in the 
sauares# Fortunately* this resocnse situation did not 
occur often. With the exception noted above* the effect 
of maturation was minimized. 
The third potential influence is an effect of 
testing. When the same measurement device is used 
repeatedly* the first observation can effect the second 
reading. This can be viewed as a learning effect between 
the measurement points* and as such can be controlled by 
raising the subject*s response efficiency to a level 
plateau. In the experiment* each subject responded to 
each treatment three times* then only the last response 
was used in the final analysis. The test questions were 
standardizeo (i.e.* similar questions) for all treatments* 
thus the effect of the initial observations should have 
been washed out and any remaining effect would be similar 
between all treatments (i.e.* between the control and the 
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e x pe r i rr en t a l groups)# As an additional control for the 
testing effect* the questionnaire contained a sample 
response scenario to familiarize the subject with the task 
and the testing technique# 
The fourth potential extraneous variable arises with 
the measurement instrument# On a mechanical level* the 
instrumentation effect results when the calibration of 
that device changes during the experiment# The 
Ester 11ne-Angus Multiple Event Timer is a reliable 
instrument* carefully designed anc constructed to insure 
accurate time recordings# Its speed is regulated by the 
national standard of 60 cycles alternating electrical 
current* which is used by most commercial electric clocks# 
Transcription of the time lines to a digital format was 
done using the metric system (i#e#* centimeters) to guarc 
against the irregularities of the English measurement 
system (i#e#* inches and feet)# The questionnaire and 
conditions of the experiment were standardized for all 
subjects* including a uniform introduction* and similar 
experimental setting# The experiment was conducted within 
a classroom* with the subjects seated in a circle facing 
outward# All responses were recorded in either digitial 
format or in a forced choice situation such that 
transcription errors could be avoided# As a result of the 
procedural and mechanical controls* the instrumentation 
effect was minimized# 
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The fifth potential extraneous variable* statistical 
regression* arises when the results of an initial test are 
used to select groupings for subsequent tests* In 
regression* outliers (extreme scores) can result from 
normal subjects just randomly recording in an extreme* By 
their natural tendency* these readings flow back to the 
true non-extreme recording* If normal subjects are 
selected based upon the one extreme reading* then the 
return to normality could be incorrectly interpreted as a 
result of the experimental manipulation* Such a situation 
would lead to invalid conclusions* The current experiment 
did net use regression tc select experimental groupings 
for further testing* thus this problem was avoided* 
A sixth potential extraneous influence can arise in 
the selection of subjects for each experimental group* 
This is known as selection bias* The selection could be 
done by the subjects or the exoerimenter• The potential 
for self-selection is difficult to overcome* Ethically* 
subjects must be offered the alternative of not 
participating. This was done in the current experiment* 
A mechanical restriction enforced by the Timer (i.e** only 
20 subjects could be timed simultaneously)* allowed some 
potential subjects to escape the task* On the whole* the 
subjects wanted to participate* or did not attend at all* 
There was limited foreknowledge of the experiment 
available to the subjects* 
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The experimenter did select the sample but not the 
individual subjects# Classes of subjects were sampled 
from the academic setting (both graduate and 
undergraduate) and the general non-college educated 
public# Subjects were assigned to experimental units 
based upon either demographic details as statistically 
analyzed (1#e#? Cluster Analysis)? or the Myers-Briggs 
personality profiles# Both of these assignments were made 
after the administration of the experiment# Within 
exoerimental groups subjects were randomly assigned to 
insure equality between treatment groups# Again? the 
factorial design facilitates in this equality# 
Based upon the procedural controls over subject 
selection and the statistical control techniques for group 
blocking? the problems of selection bias were minimized# 
The seventh potential extraneous influence is 
experimental mortality# In our context? mortality refers 
to the failure of a subject to complete the second 
observation after receiving the Independent variable 
manipulation# With the limited time between both 
observation (measurement) points? and the uses of only one 
experimental session for both of these measures? mortality 
is not a significant problem# 
The last potential extraneous influence upon the 
experimental results is an interaction between selection 
and maturation# This applies when the subjects are not 
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randomly assigned to experimental groups and different 
degrees of maturation occur between the assigned groups. 
Essentially* the problem arises when the experimental 
groups cannot be considered equal because subjects were 
not randomly assigned (F1sher#s classic assignment 
technique) and therefore may vary In a systematic fashion 
related to maturation. This situation does not apply to 
the current experiment* hence this potential extraneous 
Influence was avoided. 
Eased upon the above internal validity analysis* the 
current experiment meets or exceeds the minimum standard 
for a scientific endeavor. Meeting this criteria will not 
guarantee statistically significant findings* nor will it 
insure the extremely high probability levels often found 
within the physical sciences. These criteria are merely 
guidelines to measure the scientific validity of 
experimentation within the soft sciences. 
As an additional internal validity check* the correct 
resoonses were compared to the reaction times. The 
questionnaire responses were comDared to the correct 
answers which were based upon the information displayed. 
The subjects* responses were encoced (either as 0 or 1* 
for incorrect or correct* respectively) to indicate if 
they had determined the correct reply. These correction 
codes were compared to the reaction times to find a 
pattern of guessing. If a systematic reduction in the 
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Reaction Time was accompanied by an increase in the 
incorrect responses* the subject may hav/e resorted to 
guessing* rather than participate in the experiment. Such 
a practice would damage the internal validity because the 
subjects would no longer be responding to the manipulated 
variables. Selective examination of the subjects* 
responses did not reveal a systematic shift to a guessing 
mode of operation. Numerous wrong answers were recorded* 
but not in correlation with a cecline in reaction time. 
The power of this check is minimal* but procedurally the 
test was worthwhile. 
External Validity. 
Turning to the external validity assessment* which is 
a measure of genera l i zab i l i ty or representativeness* 
Campbell and Stanley cite four general criteria factors to 
consider C43. External validity involves interaction 
between exogeneous variables and the manipulated factor 
(i.e.* the *X* on Figure 13). Such interactions 
contaminate the response as measured by the criteria 
variable* such that one cannot clearly infer that the 
changes between the observations resulted from only the 
manipulated variable. 
C 4 ] Ibid.* pp. 5-6* 16-22 
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Initially* subjects could react to the testing 
situation and respond more to the test than to the 
manipulated variable. In a two observation (i.e.* test) 
sequence* the response on the second test could be 
conditioned by the initial exposure to the testing 
instrument. If such a concition exists* one cannot state 
that the general population would respond in a similar 
manner when responding to a second test/observation. 
Thus* the experimental responses are conditioned by the 
initial test. Naturally* in that case* one cannot make 
representativeness statements to the general population 
regarding that populations potential response to a 
similar independent variable manipulation. Pausing for a 
moment* one can observe that the basic requirements of 
scientific investigation (i.e.* comparisons and control 
groups) can be in direct conflict with logical inferences 
to general population situations. On the investigative 
level* one cannot find clear resolution to this conflict* 
but as an alternative* one can continuously strive for the 
best representativeness possible within the internal 
validity contraints. That compromise is the course of 
action chosen here* in full recognition of our inability 
to follow purely logical inference tc link the 
experimental findings to any general population. We will 
follow John Stewart Mill’s assumption that if two events 
occur close together in time or space* those events may be 
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related C 5 3* 
Returning to the testing effect upon the subjects* 
response* it would be rather naive to state or to believe 
that the average subject had ever experienced either the 
testing procedure or been exposed to the presentations 
within life#s normal course* The initial 
testing/observation creates a sensitivity on the subject*s 
part to respond to the manipulation* The questions used 
in the testing forced the subjects to observe the 
differences caused by the manipulations! cifferences they 
may not have observea without the pre-testing* Ue can 
refine our definition for the general population (i*e*« 
the group being generalized to) to a more experienced 
group* For example* we can use a group that has been 
exposed to the revised formats via gradual increments such 
as computer advertisements (both in the printed press and 
on television)* motion pictures* educational experiences 
(both general and job specific)* and computer hobbies* 
Uith this refined population* the effect of pre-test 
sensitizing can be reduced* thus increasing the 
generalization strength of the experiment* Of course* the 
more sophisticated general population may mitigate the 
pre-test effect for the manipulations* but it does not 
C 5 3 Ibid.* p 17. 
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counter the interaction caused by participating in a timed 
questionnaire experiment* That latter effect is a 
shortcoming of the experimental techniques* 
External validity can be damaged by a second 
interaction: one between the subject selection and the 
manipulation* The subject base can be selected such that 
they are particularly sensitive to the experimental 
manipulation* In our case* the subjects were carefully 
selected to avoid such a situation* even to the detriment 
of the internal validity* Subjects welt versed as 
academics* accountants* or computer specialists would no 
doubt have interacted with the maniputation• Turning to a 
more diverse sample did create the literacy problems 
(i*e** those cover above under internal validity 
assessment)* but it does enrich the experimental 
generatizability* Of course* a few of the subjects did 
possess special skill. For those cases* we assume that 
the random assignment equalizec those skills between 
experimental groups* and thereby eliminated their 
individual effect* 
Other experimental factors can interact with the 
manipulation and damage the generalizabi l i ty of the 
results* A few of these factors cannot be controlled* but 
they must be surfaced* For example* the measurement 
instrument (either the questionnaire or the Multiple Event 
Timer) could accent or retard the subjects* responses 
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beyond the natural responses that would be rendered In a 
non-experimental situation. Differing fatigue rates 
between subjects could affect the responses# External 
history* such as a set attitude toward computers* or a 
dislike of numbers caused around Federal Income Tax 
season* can interact with the manipulation# Those same 
historical factors may not be in effect for the inferred 
representative population* hence the genera 1izat 1 on power 
would decrease. These individual confounding factors can 
only be controlled by randomization and careful avoidance 
of the obvious# 
As implied above* there can exist a reactiveness to 
the exoerimental arrangements which can confound with the 
manipulated independent variable# Little can be done to 
control this reactiveness and still preserve the internal 
validity reauirements• Scientific experiments are not the 
norm for the general population* particularly the general 
ponulation of interest here# Therefore* the response to 
this hazard must be handled carefully# In the current 
case* the experiment was moved to the subjects* such that 
they were within a familiar environment even if they were 
doing an unfamiliar task# The subjects were not 
physically separated although they were arranged in an 
outwarc facing circle to restrict extensive peer 
interaction pressure# Basically* the subjects were made 
as comfortable as possible within the practical 
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constraints of the location* time* environment* and 
association. In that manner* the reactiveness was at 
least addressed If not totally controlled. 
The last general factor that effects external 
validity stems from multiple treatments being 
administrated to the same subject. Each early treatment 
can have a carryover effect which could either amplify or 
dampen the effect of the later treatments. With longer 
designs such as extented time series studies* the 
carryover effect may wash out. Such is not the case in 
this experiment* nor can the direction of the carryover 
change be estimated. To control this potential hazard the 
manipulation order (sequence of viewing the three 
treatment levels) was randomized over all subjects. Such 
a randomization should equalize the positive and negative 
carryover effect between experimental groups. 
In summary* the factors affecting external validity 
are addressed if not totally controlled. Particular note 
must be given to the external audience receiving the 
generalizations and the sophistication of that group. If 
that group is defined as more sophisticated according to 
information reception standards* the overall 
representativeness of the experiment increases and the 
external validity improves. The experiment was designed 
to sample a rather diverse population in an effort to 
improve the external validity of the findings. Achieving 
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that goal caused a reduction in the clarity of the 
findings* Such a result follows the general course of 
experimental compromise required as one balances the 
purity of scientific investigation against practicality 
and application• 
Transformation and Homogeneity 
The raw data as transcribed and compiled from the 
questionnaire booklets and the Multiple Event Timer taoes 
were subjected to a number of transformations* Initially 
the data were standardized within subjects* using the 
three observations made under each treatment level* The 
standardized scores and the raw scores were then subjected 
to further analysis* This standardization was 
accomplished to dampen the intersubject learning 
differentials* which past work had found to be a 
significant confounding variable C6T* Examination of the 
raw data revealed a radical reaction time difference 
between subjects* which was controlled by this initial 
standardization* 
C 6 ] Mock* Estrin* and Vasarhelyi* 1969* 
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Homoqeneit y« 
An underlying assumption of ANOVA (Analysis of 
Variance) is that the dependent variable variances between 
different cells are similar such that those variances can 
be pooled. The pooled variances are utilized in the 
denominator of the ANOVA F tests. The degree of 
homogeneity was tested by the compound symmetry of the 
variance/covarianee matrix. In our situation* a matrix 
has compound symmetry when all the main diagonal elements 
are eoual (i.e.* to sigma squared) and each entry off the 
main diagonal is eaual to a constant (normally rho) times 
sigma squared. The extent of compound symmetry is 
measured by examining the variance/covariance matrix. It 
should be noted that compound symmetry is a rather severe 
test for equality of variance (the ANOVA assumption)* 
hence this test results must be interpreted 
cautiously C 7 3• In addition* moderate departures from the 
homogeneity assumption have been found to have only 
limited effect upon the ANOVA F test C 81• Further* Box 
founc that variances differing by a factor of nine changed 
the F significance from 0.05 to 0.06* which is not of 
C 7 3 Winer* pc. 204-206* 397-398. 
C 8 3 Kerlinger* d. 287. 
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great practical importance [93. He tested a fixed mode l 
with equal sample sizes. In light of these 
considerations* examination of the homogeneity and the 
resulting transformations may be viewed as more of a 
purity consideration than of practicality. 
The test for compound symmetry tests the null 
hypothesis via the following F ratio: 
Compound, Symmetry Test Statistic 
CCovCl>/df(1)3 
F = - 
CCov(2)/df(2>3 
KEY 
C0V= Variance/Covariance Term 
df= Applicable degress of freedom 
Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that the 
variances are not similar and that pooling would not be 
appropriate. In such a case* data transformation is in 
order. Examination of the test statistic for the raw 
(standardized) data revealed a heterogeneous situation. 
Selected results are listed in Table 4. These results are 
for the raw data test between formats when the subjects 
C 9 3 Virgil L. Anderson and Robert A. McLean* 
Desicn of Experiments* A_Realistic Approach (New York 
City* Marcel Dekker* Inc.* 1974>:17. 
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Table 4 
Compound Symmetry Test 
on 
Non-Standardized Raw Data 
Question 
Tested 
1 
2 
3 
4 
c 
Tail 
Probabi lity 
0.2506 
0.9492 
0.0003 
0.0217 
0.8485 
KEY 
Data Grouped by Personality Type 
were grouped by personality type. The tail probabilities 
show the extreme range for the homogeneity* which 
motivated a transformation. A small tail value Indicates 
the variances are not very similar* consequently 
transformation is required. As Table 4 shows* the raw 
data exhibited unequal variances between some experimental 
cells. With that in mind* a transformation was 
accomplished. 
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Data Transformation 
There are numerous potential transformations 
suggested in the statistical literature to improve the 
homogeneity problem in experimental data* When dealing 
with Mqrowth-type" data where the cell mean is 
proportional to the standard deviation* a log 
transformation is appropriate C101 • The dependent 
variable* reaction time* can be viewed as a growth 
function when compared to the cuantity of information bits 
beinq aueried* Based upon that growth logic* a standard 
log transformation was performed upon the data to improve 
the heterogeneity situation* Table 5 shows selected 
symmetry test results from that transformation* The 
Pre-transformation column is standardized raw data (as 
opposed to Table 4 which presents non-stand ardized raw 
data)* Both standardized ar,d non-standardized data show 
enough heterogeneity to warrant the second transformation 
(i*e** the log transformation)* The Post-Transformation 
compound symmetry test (i*e*« column 3 in Table 5) 
exhibits a small migration toward an acceptable level as 
opposed to the dispersion found orior to transforming the 
data* The transformed data was used for the remainder of 
C10U Anderson and McLean* p* 25* 
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Table 5 
Compound Symmetry Test 
on 
Lqq Transformation Data 
Quest ion Tail Probability 
Tested Pre- Post- 
T ransformation Transformation 
Grouped by Reader Type 
1 .1782 .1738 
2 .4292 .4859 
-* 
w .4992 .4865 
4 .5379 .8685 
5 .5169 .5253 
Grouped by Personality Type 
1 .0869 .3275 
2 .5193 .3828 
7 
W .5014 .4617 
4 .870 7 .5178 
5 .4688 .5848 
the hypothesis testing. 
Hypot hesis 1 Test s 
The initial Hypothesis set deals with the basic 
relationship between the reaction time and the 
presentation format. These hypotheses are restated below 
for the readerfs convenience# 
Hypothesis II There is no relationship between 
reaction times to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation# 
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Hypothesis 1(a): There is no relationship between 
reaction times to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation when 
readers* skill are held constant (or* for a given 
level of readers* skill )• 
Hypothesis 1(b): There is no relationship between 
reaction time to perceive information and the 
format of the information presentation when 
readers* personality types are held constant (or* 
for a given personality type)* 
As indicated in Chapter 3* the ANOVA F ratio (F-3 on 
Figure 11) tests this hypothesis* The results of the test 
are given in Table 6* Overall* the formats appear tc 
represent a significant variable in the transmission of 
information* Such a result demonstrates the potential for 
accountants to move toward more imaginative information 
p resen tations• 
The second portion of this hyootheses set is 
concerned with the effect of reader skill levels* Our 
General Input Model (GIM) and the work of previous 
researchers implied the significance of this variable in 
the transmission of information* For that reason* the 
subjects were blocked upon the demoaraphically determined 
financial and quantitative skills (via Cluster Analysis as 
outlined in Chapter III)* The Cluster Analysis breakout 
is p re sen ted in t he append i x• The printout is 
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Table 6 
F Ratio for Hypothesis 1 
Block/F actor Format 
Question Block/ F Tail F Tail 
Number Factor Ratio Zr, 2.L* Ratio P rob • 
1 — — — .50 .6080 
2 — — — .20 .8201 
3 — — — .25 .7785 
4 — — — .86 .4266 
C — — — .29 .7488 
1 R .15 .8594 10.08 . 0 00 1 
2 R 1*89 .1597 1.68 .1902 
3 R .82 .4438 1.02 .3636 
4 R .55 .5817 .57 .5647 
e; s/ R .28 . 7601 1.24 .2917 
1 P .65 .4237 12.91 . 0 00 0 
2 P .60 .4398 4.49 .0130 
3 P .57 . 4523 3.05 . 0506 
4 P .03 .8568 .20 .8177 
5 P .11 . 7377 -e>
 
. 03
 
04
 
.0094 
1 R/P .26/.97 .7725/.3285 7.11 .0012 
2 R/P 1.13/.41 .3293/.5255 .94 .3933 
3 R/P 1.22/.20 • 3023/.6552 .48 .6192 
4 R/P .85/.48 .4304/.4918 .48 .6192 
5 R/P .62/.29 .5393/.5920 .95 .3879 
KEY 
P= Personality Type (i.e.* Sensation or Intuitive) 
R = Reader Type (i.e.* Naive* Average* or Sophisticated) 
subjectively interpreted by divicing the triangle into to 
three groups as shown by the dividing lines* The tail 
probabilities for the second question set (in Table 6) 
show only a weak improvement in the format to reaction 
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time relationship when this blocking was accomplished# 
The fragility of this Improvement could be a result of the 
demographic variables selected* or the interpretion of the 
Cluster Analysis# One must bear in mind that the purpose 
of blocking upon reader skill was to reduce the exogenous 
variation represented in the modet*s error term and not to 
explicitly define the demographic characteristics that are 
more receptive to the presented formats# That goal was 
accomplished# 
Turning to the second subset of hypothesis 1* the GIM 
inferred a relationship between personality types and the 
information reception# To review* the Jungian dichotomy 
splits personalities into the sensation oriented person 
(i#e#* one who perceives information by the senses and 
through quantitative means)* and the intuitive person 
(i#e#* one who perceives information by general feeling* 
more qualitative)# The abridged Myers-Briggs 
cue s 11cnnaire was usea to group subjects by their 
personality type. The results* as shown i n Table 6 
columns 3 and A, exhibit only an average strength to the 
personality term in the population model (Tail 
Probabilities of 0#4237* 0#4398* 0*4537* 0#8568* and 
0.7377 for the 5 questions* respectively). The power of 
that relationship is not strong* but incorporation of the 
variable does support the GI*! prediction that the Format 
relationship improves when personalities are considered# 
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That conclusion is supported by the Tail Probabilities 
found in Column 6* which indicate significant support with 
the exception of question A# The power exhibited by 
different questions will be addressed by a latter 
hypothe sis# 
In analyzing the power of the personality variable* 
one must bear in mind that personality is a construct* not 
directly measurable but only inferred through 
character i stics believed to be associated with the 
construct# That inference was accomplished via the 
abridged Questionnaire administered during the experiment# 
In addition to the effect of Formats* the theory has 
suggested that the intuitive person will be more receptive 
to the graphic formats than the traditional presentation# 
This is testable by examination of cell means for each 
question between personality types# A simple t test 
between the cell means is appropriate when the assumptions 
of normality* independence and interval measurement are 
met [111# Independence can be assumed because the 
observations were randomly drawn from separate subjects# 
The time measure is an interval scale# The normality of 
the Reaction Time was tested and found to be acceptable 
Till Sidney Siegel* Monoarametric Statistics For the 
Behavioral, ^cienc^ (Mew York City* PcCraw-Hill Book Co#* 
19b6):6 2. 
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with correlations ranging between 0*898 to 0*927 for the 
five questions* Table 7 lists the appropriate data for 
those tests* by question and the results of the t tests* 
The cell means are standardized scores* therefore negative 
values represent scores below the mean* In general* the 
aporoximate one tailed probabilities indicate that the 
intuitive personality reacts faster than the sensation 
personality* when perceiving information from a graphic 
display* This concurs with the predictions of the General 
Input Nodel• 
The significance of the personality effect can be 
interpreted as a guide for the designers of an information 
system* When the designers can determine the general 
personality variable of the audience* the system can be 
geared toward that personality type* This research 
demonstrates the validity of considering personalities 
within the design process* 
In summary* the current study does support a 
relationship between information formats* the information 
conveyed* subject personality types* and readers* skill 
levels* From that base* it is appropriate to delve more 
deeoly into the actual transmission of information to the 
reader* This is accomplished in the next set of 
hypothe ses• 
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Table 7 
t Tests Between Personality Types 
Graphic Format Reaction Times 
Question Per f l . Cell St d. t 
N u • Type Means De.y.l.a.* Pr ob. 
1 i -.44015 .75724 1.3913 90-95% 
s -.38740 .67981 
O 
C— I -.27720 .81136 .5786 70-75% 
s -.15090 • 84938 
3 I .05068 • 69202 1.187 85-90% 
s -.18290 .81368 
4 I -.46863 .65184 1.643 90-95% 
s -.16618 .750250 
5 I -.43374 .66294 .5840 70-75% 
s -.32400 .76458 
KEY 
1= Intuitive Personality Type 
S= Sensational Personality Type 
df= Averaged between cells 
Variances: Weighted average between cells 
Per*l.=Personality 
Hypothesis 2 Tests 
The second hypothesis set deals with the relationship 
between input channel capacity and format presentations# 
These hyootheses are restated below for the convenience of 
the reacer 
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Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between the 
information processing channel capacity as measured 
by reaction time differences between input bit 
levels across formats. 
Hyoothesis 2(a): There is no relationship between 
the information processing channel capacity as 
measured by reaction time differences between input 
bit levels across formats when readers’ skill 
levels are held constant. 
Hypothesis 2(b): There is no relationship between 
the information orocessing channel caoacity as 
measured by reaction time difference between input 
bit levels across formats when readers’ personality 
types are held constant. 
An information bit can be defined as the amount o f 
information required t 0 differentiate between two 
aIternative courses o f ac t i on. Within the framework o f 
this research* a bit has been operationalized as the 
perception of one discrete value (either as a digital 
number or quantity) from the informational display. The 
individual questions were constructed such that the reader 
had to perceive a definite number of bits prior to 
responding# The reaction time (the dependent variable) 
measures the efficiency of information transmission py the 
separate formats. Differences between reaction times 
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between formats serve as the measure of individual format 
efficiencies. 
The relationship between information bits and 
questions was outlined on Figure 12 in Chapter II. An 
abbreviated portion of that chart is given below as Figure 
14 for the readers* convenience. Questions 1 and 3 
reoresent queries to 3 and 1 bits* respectively (i.e.* the 
order has been randomly reversed)i thus the reaction time 
difference between these two questions should represent 
the time required to perceive the 2 additional information 
bits. That difference CRT (1)-RT(3) ] becomes the dependent 
variable for the Repeated Measures ANOVA between formats. 
As the Hypothesis set states* these differences are tested 
Figure 14 
Reaction Time Difference 
Question Differences Bit D i f ferences 
G1-G3 5-3 = 2 
G2-G1 10-3=7 
G4-G2 7-10=3 (Trend Difference) 
G5-G2 30-10=20 
G5-G4 30-7=23 
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Table 8 
F Radios for Hypothesis 2 
Block/Factor Format 
Bit 
Diff • 
Block/ 
Factor 
F 
Ratio 
Tail 
P r ob • 
F 
LgJtlg 
Tail 
Er,p.ki. 
5-3=2 — — — 2.0 1 .1373 
1 0-3 = 7 — — — 1.97 .1435 
7-10=3 — — — 2.25 .10 8 6 
30-10=20 — — — 1.09 .3377 
30-7=23 — — — 3.03 .0515 
5-3 = 2 R • 78 .5099 2.42 .1244 
1 0-3 = 7 R .04 . 9905 .37 .5434 
7-10=3 R .94 .4279 6.04 .0165 
30-10=20 R . 1 1 .9517 .45 .5038 
30-7=23 R 1.53 .2144 3.43 .0 683 
5-3 = 2 P .00 • 9543 3.64 . 060 4 
10-3=7 P .00 .9887 1.44 .2342 
7-10=3 P .00 .9531 1.83 .1803 
30-10=20 P .24 .6236 .05 .8243 
30-7=23 P .24 .6267 2.76 .1011 
KEY 
P = Personality Type 
R = Reader Skill Lev/el 
D i f f • = Difference 
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when the results are blocked upon Reader Skill Level* and 
Personality* The results of the ANOVA are presented in 
Table 8 in a format similar to Hypothesis 1 tests results* 
Examination of the differences between formats shows 
that the formats do make a difference* This concurs with 
the results of Hypot hesis 1* 
The Cluster Analysis techniques (utilized to study 
the Reader Skill Level Effect) may have been an 
inappropriate method to partition a population into 
potential groups* or the subj ec tive sp li tt ing into three 
levels of sophistication may have been too course# The 
Cluster Analysis Technique is specifically suited for this 
type of pre-classification investigation C123* The 
refinement to three skill levels is constrained by the 
number of subjects* More subjects would have permitted a 
more refined grouping* That was not the case with the 
current sample; therefore a three level partitioning was 
selected as a reasonable compromise* 
Examination of the bit differences when blocked upon 
Reader Skill Level does show a limited significance for 
the 30 bit to 7 bit level (Q5-G4)(Tai l Prcbablities of 
•2144 and *0683 for the Skill Level and Format* 
C123 Paul E* Green* Ronald E* Frank* and Patrick J* 
Robinson* "Cluster Analysis in Test Market Selection"* 
Management Science 13(April 1967)8:388-391* 
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respectively)* Such a finding does suggest that* when 
dealing with large amounts of information* the formats 
become rather significant* That result was predicted by 
the General Input Model* Furthermore* this result does 
point to one potential use for graphic displays (i*e** the 
transmission of targe volumes of information)* Returning 
to the theoretical rational* the larger information 
displays are capitalizing upon the Millerian suggestions 
to increase channel capacity (i.e** 1-increase the number 
of alternative stimuli* 2- present the data in relative 
terms* and 3- arrange the information in a sequential 
flow)* The Q5-Q4 difference measures the reaction time 
increase to perceive 30 verses 7 bits of information* A 
more efficient perception process is indicated because the 
reaction time did not increase by 4 fold (as did the bit 
load)* The raw data difference between Formats for the 
bit load increase are shown in Table 9* As Table 9 shows* 
the Graphic Formats required a smaller increase in 
reaction time than the conventional formats (i*e** 19*31 
and 31*05)* 
Guestion 4 was designee to test the formats* capacity 
to transmit trend information* The question required the 
perception of 7 information bits* then the determination 
of the trend (i.e** increasing* decreasing* or no change)* 
Although this does require some minor processing 
(comparison of a flow of values)* the task was deemed to 
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Table 9 
Raw Reaction Time Differences 
Questior/Dit RT 
4/7 5/30 Differ* 
Format 
Conventiona1 61.68 92.73 31.05 
Graph 1c 73.08 92.40 19.32 
KEY 
RT= Reaction Time 
be simple enough for the subjects to concentrate on just 
the bit perception. The ouestion defined trends for the 
less sophisticated reader. The results indicate (i.e.* 
Table Q* Column l)that the conventional formats performed 
better on this question* although the statistical 
differences between the formats was extremely limitied 
(i.e.* 0.8177 when blocked cn Personality and 0.5647 when 
blocked on Reader Skill Level : see Table 6* Question 4). 
Explanation of this marginal difference is hardly tenable. 
The sample could have lacked the skills to deal with trend 
comparisons. It could be that those subjects who were 
familiar with trends were also so conditioned to the 
conventional formats that a new format could not compete 
with their old skill. It could be that when faced with 
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only 7 bits to process* the Mlllerlan advantages are not 
operationalized* and* to state more technically* serial 
processing is not replaced by parallel processing* In any 
case* it appears that the experimental manipulation did 
not adequately distinguish between the alternative 
formats# Trend differentiation probably requires larger 
bit volumes prior to switching to parallel transmission# 
In summary* the concepts tested by the second 
hyoothesis set suggest that the graphic format becomes a 
more efficient presentation as the information bit load 
increases from 7 to 30# This conclusion concurs with the 
General Input ’'iodel* and the Millerian suggestions# The 
effect of Reader Skill level and Personality Type was not 
as significant as the GIM suggests# The Trend perception 
capabilities as measured at the 7 bit level leaned toward 
the conventional presentations* again advancing the higher 
threshold for a switch in perception techniques# The 
perception threshold is ouerled by the last hyoothesis 
set* which will be covered rext# 
Hyoothesis 3 Tests 
The third hypothesis set deals with the relationship 
between the information perception (processing) channels 
and the information bit load# Based upon the supposition 
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that the two channels* serial and parallel* are available 
and can be operationalized according to the bit load* a 
threshold must exist where the perception changes from 
serial to parallel# That level should be manifested by 
the inflection point of a plot between the bit load level 
and the reaction time# The General Input Model suggests 
that the Graphic presentations should allow a lower 
inflection point (i#e.* lower bit load level)* than the 
Conventional presentations# The Hypotheses are restated 
below# 
HyDothesis 3: There is no relationship between the 
format treatments and the switch of perception 
channel from serial to parallel* as measured by the 
movement in the inflection point on a plot between 
information bit load level and reaction time# 
Hypothesis 3(a): There is no relationship between 
the format treatments and the switch in perception 
channel when Readers* Skill Levels are held 
constant• 
Hyoothesis 3(b): There is no relationship between 
format treatments and the switch between perception 
channels when Readers* Personality Types are held 
const ant• 
The test of this hypothesis draws upon the Reaction Time 
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technique rejuvenated by Sternberg C133* Basically* the 
reaction times are plotted against the manipulated 
Information bit load which varies over the range from 3 to 
30. The Interpretation of the plots Is limited to 
subjective examination because of the limited number of 
coordinate points and the plotting scale* The plots are 
shown in Exhibits 1-18* These plots were generated by the 
copyrighted M 1 n 11ab_Program C141* The raw 
<nonstandardized) reaction times were averaged for each 
treatment and plotted against the information bit load* 
The first hypothesis deals with the non-grouped case* 
Turning to Exhibits 1-3* which represent the Conventional 
format* the Graphic format* and the Graphic Format with 
Color Highlighting* respectively* a few immediate 
observations can be made* Initially* there is a clear 
change in perception time over the information bit range* 
and a change in the predicted inflection point* The 
inflection point varies between formats* which leads to 
rejection of the null hypothesis* and infers a 
relationship between the treatment format and the bit 
perception time* Notice that the sketched reaction time 
C 1 3 1 Saul Sternberg* "Memory-Scanning: Mental Process 
Revealed by Reaction-Time Experiments"* American Scientist 
57 (Winter 1969)4:421-457* 
C14] Minitab* Pennsylvania State University* 1980* 
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Line peaks at a different bit Load LeveL for Exhibits 1-3 
(i#e#* bit Loads 5*7* and 5* respectively)# Contrary to 
expectations* the Graphic format peaks at a higher bit 
Load LeveL than the ConventionaL format* but the CoLor 
Graphic returns to the ConventionaL peak LeveL (i#e#* 5 
bits* 10 bits and 5 bits* respectively)# The potential 
for Learning between the two Graphic present ations (i#e#* 
the Graphic and the Graphic with CoLor) can be ruled out 
because the presentation order was random# Thus* one can 
conclude the addition of color as an additional 
information dimension does promote a more rapid transition 
to parallel perception# That appears to support the 
Hitlerian suggestion that increasing the alternative 
stimulus (here color was added) will increase the channel 
capacity# In addition to the inflection points* it is 
interesting to note the actual reaction time differences# 
The Conventional Format is faster for the 3* 7* and 10 bit 
load* but falls off for the 5 and 30 bit load# These raw 
reaction time averages are shown in Table 10# This 
observation supports the imcroved capability of the 
Graphic formats to transmit only at the Largest 
information level and the more efficient parallel 
perception with the Graphics# At the lower oit level* the 
digital (conventional) presentation does transmit the 
information more efficiently* which follows the prediction 
that the Graphic advantages will be manifested only at 
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Table 10 
Reaction Time per Bit Loac 
Formats 
Bit 
Load Conventional fi.raBhU'f CaLac 
3 65 86 72 
5 113 104 101 
7 87 107 88 
10 71 78 74 
30 124 SO 102 
higher levels of c hannel capacity* A similar conclusion 
can be drawn from the 30 bit load level* The Graphic 
advantage at the 5 bit level is both small (i*e** 9 
units)* and not supported by the theory* This could be a 
data a n o nr, a l y or the result of a force not defined by the 
General Input Model* 
After observing the basic plots between the 
information bit loads and the reaction time* we can 
conclude that the Initial null hypothesis can be rejected* 
The formats do affect the change between oerception 
channels* In addition* the graphic advantage is evident 
as the bit load increases* and color can augment the 
stimulus to increase the channel capacity* 
Turning to the two sub-hypotheses* those that block 
the subjects according to either Reader Skill Level or 
Personality Type* additional conclusions are not obvious* 
Exhibits 4-12 represent the plots over Reader Skill Level 
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(1«e.* naive* average* and sophisticated). With the 
exception of Exhibit 7* all 9 plots demonstrate the same 
phenomenon as the initial 3 plots (used for the previous 
section of this hypothesis). Exhibit 7 shows an 
unexplained unusually long Reaction Time for the single 
bit level. That appears to be an aberration in the data* 
because it is not duplicated on the other formats for the 
Average Reader Skill Level* nor for the other Skill Levels 
for the Conventional Formats. Comparing differences 
between Skill Levels over the three treatment formats does 
show a different inflection point for the sophisticated 
reader on the Graphic Format (Exhibit 5*8* and 11). The 
most skilled reader transferred to a parallel perception 
earlier (i.e.* at the 5 bit level verses the 7 bit level) 
than the other two groups. Both the conventional and the 
graphic with Color formats do not show any inflection 
point change across Reader Skill Level (Exhibits 4*7*10? 
and 6*9*12* respectively). One can conclude that the 
Reader Skill does demonstrate a minor difference in the 
relationship between the format and the perception 
channel* but the strength of that relationship is only 
weakly supported. 
Exhibits 13-18 present plots for the Reaction Tines 
when blocked upon Personality Type. Examination of the 
Inflection points on these plots reveals that only with 
the Graphic with Color Format does Personality Type become 
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a significant variable (Exhibits 15 and 18). In that 
case* the inflection point shifts from the 7 bit load to 
the 5 bit load. While this shift does support the color 
dimension (as seen in the initial non-grouped plots)* it 
offers only mild support for the Personality effect on the 
shift in perception channel. Therefore* the last null 
hypothesis cannot be strongly rejected. 
In summary* the third Hypothesis set applies reaction 
time plots to the threshold of perception channel changes. 
Changes in the plot’s inflections do indicate a 
relationship between the presentation formats and the 
perception channel. The incorporation of Color adds to 
the alternative stimulus dimension* as predicted by the 
Millerian theory. In addition* at higher bit loads* the 
graphics do perform more efficiently than the conventional 
formats* which represents a capitalization upon Miller’s 
suggestion to arrange data on relative terms. The ’Magic 
Mumber Seven’* as pondered by viller in 1956* does appear 
to be a reasonable breakpoint between the two perception 
channels (i.e.* serial and parallel) C151. Most of the 
inflection occurred around the 5 to 10 information bit 
load level. In this study* a more refined tit gradation 
was not possible within the constraints of the experiment. 
C15 1 Miller* 1956 
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The effects of both Reader Skill Levels and Personality 
Type were demonstrated but not strongly by changes In the 
Inflection point levels. 
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Summary 
The procedures and scientific purity of the 
experiment were examined according to the internal and 
external validity criteria. That analysis supported the 
experiment’s validity* but it did note that numerous 
practical compromises were necessary to balance internal 
consistency against the external generalizability• The 
tests of the three major hyootheses provided varying 
support for the predictions of the General Input Model. 
Initially* the statement formats were found to be a 
significant variable in the transmission and perception of 
information. The effect of Reader Skill Levels and Reader 
Personality Types was not as pronounced. The results from 
the second hypothesis tests support the use of Graphic 
formats for transmission of the larger information olt 
loads. The final general hypothesis set supports a switch 
between perceptual channels at different lead levels by 
the Conventional and the Graphic formats. 
The Implications of these results and their 
relationship to the General Input Model will be discussed 
in Chapter 5. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY* CONCLUSIONS* AND IMPLICATIONS 
Chapter Organization 
The final observations* comments* and conclusions are 
presented in five sections* Initially* the General Inout 
Model (GIM) is reviewed* highlighting the portions tested 
by the experiment* Next* the test results from the three 
hypotheses are linked to the GIM* That analysis is 
followed by the experimental limitations* the experimental 
significance* and areas for future research* 
General Input Model 
The General Input Model (GIM)* as developed in 
Chapter II* was an eclectic combination of theories from 
the fields of psychology* information system* human 
information processing* accounting* and topography* 
Essentially* the final model hypothesized two channels of 
information perception and processing* One channel* a 
serial processing* incorporates a singular examiniation of 
an Information stimulus* seeking a single feature 
recognition that can be transferred to permanent storage* 
The remaining channel* a parallel processing incorporates 
a simultaneous examination of a set of information 
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stimulus* seeking a pattern recognition that can be 
transferred to permanent storage as an entire unit# The 
selection of processing channel is a function of the 
perceiver’s personality and skills* the channel capacity* 
the presentation format* and other variables (not here 
ope rationalized ) • 
Miller has suggested three methods to increase the 
channel capacity and* in effect* to switch from the slower 
serial processing to a more time efficient parallel 
processing# These methods include: 1- increase the 
alternative stimuli* 2- present the data on relative 
terms* and 3- arrange the cata in a sequential flow C13# 
Computer generated graphics have the capacity to 
operationalize the Millerian suggestions when large 
quantities of data are presented in a formats that 
facilitate a more rapid information transmission to a 
reader# In addition* Miller has suggested a seven bit 
information load as a processing limit (channel capacity)# 
This can be viewed as a threshold for switching to the 
more time efficient perception (i#e#* parallel 
processing)# 
[1 1 Miller* 1956. 
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Other research* cited In Chapter II* stress the 
Importance of personality type* learning capacity* reader 
background and skills* and presentation arrangement. The 
Personality variable Is dichotomized according to Jung 
Into the Sensation oriented person and the Intuitive 
person. The latter type Is more receptive to to entire 
Images such as graphic displays. Learning capacity is an 
individual variable* controllable within each subject. 
Reader background can be broadly defined according to 
demographic character1s11 cs • Information presentation 
arrangements can be optimized by incorporating the 
guidelines available in the past literature. 
Essentially* the above description briefly highlights 
the GIM. The next section will outline the hypotheses 
generated to test the GIM predictions. 
Hypotheses Tests and Results 
Drawing upon the General Input Model (GIM)* three 
hyDotheses were generated to test the validity of the 
Model. Initially* a general test was performed to verify 
a relationship between presentation formats (as 
operationalized by the computer generated graphics and the 
conventional formats) and the information transmission. 
Information transmission was measured by the reaction 
times (changes) required to perceive given levels of 
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1 nf o r fra 11 on* A relationship was supported* which was 
necessary to continue further Investigation of the 
formats* Influence. Sub-hypotheses tested the effect of 
Personality Type and Reader Skill Level. These variables 
were found to be less significant than the theory 
suggested* but still worthy of Incorporation within the 
Model. In way of explanation* the Reader Skill Level Is 
not clearly defined in the literature* therefore one set 
of potential demographic variables were tested by the 
experiment. Unfortunately* those variables did not 
capture the critical characteristics needed t 0 
differentiate skill levels. Considering the lack of prior 
skill definition and the tentativeness of the current 
variable list* the Reader Skill Level should not be ruled 
out of the GIM relationship. 
Controlling for the Personality effect generally 
improved the strength of the format relationship* although 
separately the variable was less significant than the GIM 
predicted. It must be stressed that personality is a 
construct* not directly measurable* hence less susceptible 
to explicit categorization. A mere refined assessment of 
the subjects* personalities may strengthen the affect of 
personality* but in our case that was not possible. It 
should be noted* that the intuitive personality did 
respond better to the graphic aisplay than did the 
sensation personality. That was suggested by the GIM and 
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lends support to the incorporation of personality in the 
presentation design. 
The second hypothesis set tested the relationship 
between input channel capacity and the format presentation 
as operationalized by reaction time differences. 
Essentially* this test of the format variable concentrates 
upon the perception differences at varying information bit 
levels. The format differences are more pronounced at the 
higher information bit loads* which was predicted by the 
GIM. The addition of both the Personality type and the 
Reader Skill Level did not improve the strength of the 
format relationship when measured according to bit 
differences. This apoears to follow the results of 
HyDothesis 1. When examining the trend perception* 
conventional format were favored over the graphic formats* 
particularly at the lower bit levels. That result may be 
a manifestation of user experience* or the natural 
advantage of serial processing below the 7 bit level. 
The significance of Reader Skill Level* the blocking 
variable* is limited. It appears that the Reader Skills 
as isolated by the Cluster Analysis of the demographic 
characteristics could be left out of the population model. 
Such an action would put the Reader Skill difference into 
the general error term. This result was not predicted by 
the General Input Model* nor the previous literature* 
hence one is forced to ponder on the cause of these 
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results* Initially* the demographics sampled may not have 
tapped the appropriate dimensions to differentiate between 
information users* Defining those dimensions was not the 
main focus of this research* thus the lack of discovering 
the appropriate dimensions is not unexpected* Future 
research should seek a different set of demographic 
characteristics to tap this variable* 
On the whole* the results of the second hypthesis set 
point to a graphic advantage at higher information bit 
loads* and only a marginal affect for Personality Type and 
Reader Skill Level* 
The Third Hypothesis set utilizes the plots of 
Reaction Time CRT) and bit information loads to infer 
perception technique changes* This is measured by the 
inflection point of the RT line and changes in that 
inflection point* Initially* the plots clearly reveal a 
switch from serial to parallel perception* Further* at 
the higher bit toads* the graphic plots demonstrate a 
clear advantage over the conventional formats* The 
Graohic with Color highlighting formats showed lower 
inflection points than the Monochromatic Graphics* which 
supports the Millerian suggestion for adding transmission 
dimension to increase channel capacity* The Graphic 
formats on the whole did not have lower inflection points 
than the Conventional formats* which supports the 
orediction that at lower bit levels and for serial 
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perception* the Conventional discrete representations will 
perform better* 
The sub-hypotheses test the effect of Personality 
Type and Reader Skill Level upon the switch in processing 
techniaue* Only the more sophisticated reader switched 
from serial to parallel processing at a tower bit load 
level on the GraDhic formats* The Personality variable 
had an effect only for the Color Graphic* and not the 
Monochromatic Graphic* Thus* once again* these two 
variables measured only a minor effect upon the perception 
(processing) relationship* 
The plots do support two perception (processing) 
channels* a definite switch point around 7 information 
bits* a clear Graphic advantage at higher bit loads* and a 
minor modification in the processing switch point for 
different formats* On the whole* the testing technique 
worked ou 1 te well* 
In summary* the hypothesis tests showed varying 
support for the predictions of the General Input Model* 
The effects of Personality anc Pesder Skill Level were not 
as pronounced as suggested* The basic constructs of 
processing channel* processing technique* and channel 
capacity were clearly supported* The experimental 
techricue will be reviewed in the next section* 
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Experimental Limitations 
Reviewing the experimental results from hindsight 
permits an examlnlna11 on of the limitations of the 
selected techniques* Naturally* as In any experimental 
endeavor* the compromises between internal versus external 
validity* purity versus practica 111y* cost versus benefit* 
and completion versus delay? require many sacrifices of 
scientific purity* For example* the subject fatigue 
factor prevented a more refined information pit 
measurements* longer personality profiles* better 
demographic definition* and mere levels of experimental 
manipulation* The selection of a broad subject base 
reduced the sophistication of the questions and the 
information displayed* This also prevented the use of 
Real Time Cathode Ray Oisplays to manipulate the 
independent variable* Access to the subjects* although 
quite good for this level of research* still limited the 
potential degrees of freedom* Questionnaire cost and 
Graphic Generation capacities limited the sample size* 
These are practical compromises required to conduct any 
scientific study within the constraints of reality* 
On a theoretical level* the lack of a clear 
definition for Reader Skill Levels limited the usefulness 
of that variable within the general population model* The 
Personality factor* although better defined* presented a 
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similar limitation. As noted by Uainer and Francolinit 
there is a limited body of research into the human 
perception of graphics* yet much subjective 
conjecture C23. This restriction made the current 
research more exploratory. That is not a disadvantage* 
only a limitation. 
Cn the whole* these limitations reduced the 
measurable effect of the independent variable upon the 
selected criterion variable* reaction time. Numerous 
controls were incorporated within the design and the 
procedures to protect the experimental validity. Even in 
the face of these preventative measures* the experimental 
results were affected by these limitations. 
Experimental Significance 
Returning to the original goals of this research* a 
number of significant results can be listed. The 
experiment demonstrated the computer*s capability to both 
generate additional information and to aid in the 
transmission of that information to a user. In addition* 
a General Input Model has been formulated* that can be 
used to construct testable hypotheses about theoretical 
C23 Wainer and Francolini* pp. 81-R3. 
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concepts. The Mlllerian concepts of channel capacity and 
its expansion were clearly demonstated. The experimental 
technlquet a revival of the Reaction Time measurement 
methodology* was proven to be a significant tool for this 
type of research. The clear distinction between serial 
and parallel perception (processing) was illustrated both 
graphically* and statistically. The addition of color* 
although extremely limited in the experiment* did prove 
the significance of that transmission dimension. 
Perhaps most significantly* the experiment within the 
accounting context demonstrates the potential for 
accounting researchers and practitioners to continue 
searching for more imaginative and creative methods to 
transmit information to the financial statement reader. 
Ue should capitalize upon the computer’s extensive 
caoababilities within this area and not feel tied to past 
convention or stagnant ideas. In this area * science can 
t ranscend the esoteric and enter the world of 
practicality. Tha t conceptual leap represents one of the 
unique opportunities available within the realm o f 
accounting research* and one that this research strives to 
attain. 
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Areas for Future Research 
As with any investiga11 on* it appears that more 
questions are generated than are answered# This is no 
exception# A number of questions were raised during the 
experiment# For example* what variables are required to 
define both Reader Skill Level and the receptive 
Personality Type? What are the criteria that define a 
Graphically receptive person? Can a dynamic display of 
information* via a Cathode Ray Tube* capitalize uoon the 
parallel processing of massive amounts of information? Is 
there an optimal perspective display angle? Should the 
user have the capaDility to modify the displays to fit 
his/her personal perceptual capacity? Can numbers* as 
display surrogates* be bypassed for the presentation of 
economic phenomena? Can these displays aid an auditor in 
the search for irregularit i es? Can accountants reduce the 
number flow to managers yet increase the information flow 
by capitalizing upon parallel processing versus serial 
processing? Each of these questions* which range from the 
theoretical to the practical* are valid areas for future 
experimental research# Obviously* we as accountants are 
on the threshold of a new era as information providers# 
One which must be entered using all the creative and 
imaginative resources available to meet the challenges 
before us# Hopefully* this experiment* in its small way* 
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Is a step over that threshold. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Conventional Format 
KEY 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absci ssa = Informa11 on Bit Load 
160 
C7 
112.0+ 
EXHIBIT 2 
Raw Reaction Time/Informatlon Bits 
Graphic Format 
72.0+ 
^-4-+--4-1-t-Co 
0.0 8.0 16.0 24.0 32.0 40.0 
££X 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=Informatlon Bit Load 
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EXHIBIT 3 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
KEY 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=Informatlon Bit Load 
162 
EXHIBIT 4 
Raw Reaction T1me/Informat1 on Bits 
Conventional Format 
Intuitive Personality 
Cl 
162.0+ 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time tCH) 
Abscissa=Information Bit Load 
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EXHIBIT 5 
Raw Reaction T1 me/Inforroat1 on Bits 
Graphic Format 
Intuitive Personality 
Cl 
1 o ^ 
0.0 8.0 18.0 24.0 32.0 40.0 
KEY 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=Informatlon Bit Load 
164 
EXHIBIT 6 
Raw Reaction Time/Informatlon Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
Intuitive Personality 
-<-C2 
40.Q 
0;Uinate=Raw Reaction Time <CM> 
Abscissa = Informat1 on Bit Load 
165 
EXHIBIT 7 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Conventional Format 
Sensation Personality 
Cl 
125.+ 
-hC.2 
4Q.0 
KEY 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction T1me (CM) 
Absclssa=Informat Ion Bit Load 
166 
EXHIBIT 8 
Raw Reaction Time/Informatlon Bits 
Graphic Format 
Sensation Personality 
Cl 
76. + 
h--h-+-h-bC2 
0.0 8.6 16.0 24.0 32.0 40.0 
KEY 
Ordin a te = Ra w Reaction Time (CH> 
Absci ssa = Information Bit Load 
167 
EXHIBIT 9 
Raw Reaction T1 me/1nforma11 on Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
Sensation Personality 
Cl 
105.0+ 
-+--+- 
8.0 8 • 8 1 & • 0 24.8 32'. G 
KEY - 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=Information Bit Load 
-t-C2 
40.0 
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EXHIBIT 10 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Conventional Format 
Naive Reader Skill Level 
0. 0 8.6 16.0 24.0 0 
-+C2 
46. 6 
KEY 
Ord1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa = Informat Ion Bit Load 
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EXHIBIT 11 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Graphic Format 
Naive Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
1G5. Gvf 
90. 0+ 
91 0+ 
84.0+ 
* 
77. 0+ 
+- 
G.0 3.0 16.0 24.0 
-s-C2- 
48. 6 
KEY 
CrdlnoLC-Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Abscissa=InformatIon Bit Load 
170 
EXHIBIT 12 
Raw Reaction Time/InformatIon Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
Naive Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
+C2 
8. 0 r“» O. C* 16.0 24.0 .0 40.0 
KEI 
0rd1nate = Raw Reaction T ^ .s £ (CM) 
Absclssa=Informa11 on Bit Load 
171 
EXHIBIT 12 
Raw Reaction Time/Infcrmation Bits 
Conventional Format 
Average Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
65.8+ 
+-+-k---+-+-+C2 
G.G 8.8 16.8 24.8 32.8 48.8 
K£X 
Ordinate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Abscissa=Information Bit Load 
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EXHIBIT 14 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Graphic Format 
Average Reader Skill Level 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=InformatIon Bit Load 
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EXHIBIT 15 
Raw Reaction T1me/InformatIon Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
Average Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
115.+ 
0.0 8.0 16.0 24.0 32.0 
KEY 
w.o1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Absclssa=InformatIon Bit Load 
—+C2 
48.0 
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EXHIBIT 16 
Raw Reaction Time/InformatIon Bits 
Conventional Format 
Sophisticated Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
SSI 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Abscissa=InformatIon Bit Load 
EXHIBIT 17 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bit* 
Graphi c Format 
Sophisticated Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
120. * 
70. + 
-1--1-1--+— 
0.0 S.0 16.0 . 24.0 32.0 
KEY 
175 
-hC2 
40. 0 
Ordinate=Raw Reaction Time (CM) 
Abscissa=Information Bit Load 
176 
EXHIEIT 18 
Raw Reaction Time/Information Bits 
Graphic Format with Color 
Sophisticated Reader Skill Level 
Cl 
125. + 
KEY 
0rd1nate=Raw Reaction Time <CK> 
Absci s s a= Inf o rtnat ion Bit Load 
177 
EXHIBIT 19 
Research Questionnaire 
KEY 
The following questionnaire is presented with the 
individual questions for each format consolidated on the 
page preceedlng the applicable format. In the actual 
questionnaire* the individual Questions were printed on 
separate partial pages which were placed at the lower 
portion of the format. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
AMHERST • BOSTON • WORCESTER 
DEPARTMENT Of ACCOUNTING 
SCHOOL Of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003 
The attached questionnaire is a critical portion of a 
research study being conducted by Edwin Doty, from the 
University of Massachusetts, In a broad sense, this research 
is being undertaken to learn better methods to to communicate 
information in a financial setting. 
To be meaningful, your responses to the questions should 
be ss honest and as accurate as possible. Simply answer the 
questions the way you see things. 
For this research, you will not be identified, thus your 
names are not required. The data will be aggregated such 
that individual responses cannot be identified. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this study. 
Edwin A. Doty, Jr. 
I 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This portion of the questionnaire requires the use of 
the signal switch, and marking answers on this booklet. 
Ke will oo a sample question sequence prior to breaking the 
booklet seal. At the direction of the Administrator, you 
will turn the page and depress (for about 1 second) the 
Signal Switch. There will be a question on the lower portion 
of the page which refers to the display on the upper portion 
of the page. Answer the question by marking the booklet, 
then immediately depress the Signal Switch and turn the 
question page (;just the lower the portion of the booklet 
page). Answer the next question, then depress the Signal 
Switch. You will continue turning the question pages and the 
display pages, while depressing the Signal Switch as directed 
by the questions. 
Work along at a normal pace. Do not review your past 
responses, just move on to the next questions. 
Your pace will vary from your neighbor, because you will 
have different questions. 
STOP 
If you have any questions on the procedure, ask the 
Administrator at this time. 
STOP 
At the direction of the Administrator, move on to the 
sample questions. 
DO NOT RANDOMLY DEPRESS OR PLAY WITH THE SIGNAL SWITCH BUTTON 
Write the number of the Signal Switch Grip on this line 
(range 1 to 20) _. 
SAMPLE DISPLAY 
NORTH 
A 
WEST EAST 
SOUTH 
XXX <-25 Miles ■> YYY 
lake city MAPLEVILLE 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
1-Lake City is on which side of Mapleville? 
_ East North 
South West 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
2-How far is Lake City from Mapleville? 
I 
- 10 miles _ 20 miles 
- ^ Biles _ 25 ailes 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
STOP-DO NOT BREAK THE BOOKLET SEAL 
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1—How much has the T.V. Ads expense increased (in 
percentage terms) between January and June (circle the 
percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
a% 10% 20% 30% 43% 53% 63% 70% 30% 93% 103% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
^ 2-Has th« Guard Service Expense increased more (in 
dollar terms) than the Loss Leader Expense between January 
and June? 
1.. _ Increased Significantly More 
2. _ Increased Significantly Less 
3. _ Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
3-Wbat was the Photography Expense in Sep-Oct? 
$103 _$203 '_$300 _$400 
$150 $250 _$350 _$450 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
*_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
4- A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the' Guard 
Service expense. 
1.   Increasing 
2-   Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
5- A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
Guard Service 
Photography 
Graphic Labor 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
T'J'N QP'TTCM AND T"“ ^r'?fAY PAC** 
T.V. Ads 
Paint Supplies 
182 
183 
(i n -^uch has the Graphic Labcr expense increased 
p#rcMMa» fKtCrrnS^ between January and June (circlcthe 
Percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
» 
*g* 23* 30* 40% 58% 60% 70V 60% 100% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TORN the question page 
dollar terasl^than^h" Washer Expense increased more (in 
December? * Paper Supplies Expense between May and 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Increased Significantly More 
Increased Significantly Less 
Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
3-What was the Commission Expense in Jan-Feb?" 
$100 
'$150 
$200 
‘$250 
$300 
'$350 
$400 
‘$450 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
ernun^ J*?00 measur*s. the change, either up or down, in an 
selert- °ver time. Prom the following descriptions, 
Suonl^-h 6 that best describes the trend in the Paint supplies expense. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Increasing 
Decreasing 
No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
k 
en#n •wtip n»^r< 
S-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
—_ Graphic Labor _ Window Washer 
_ Commission 
_ Paint Supplies - "_ Radio Ads 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TURN THE QUESTION AND THE DISPLAY PAGE 
184 
! 
185 
percentage 
percentage 
auch has the Window Washer expense increased (in 
terms) between March and September (circle the 
change on the following percentage line)? 
i 
•% l&t 211 30% 40% 53% 59% 73% 80% 90% 100% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
% 
TURK THE QUESTION PAGE 
2-Has the Commission Expense 
than the Designer Labor 
June? 
increased more (in dollar 
Expense between January and 
Increased Significantly More 
Increased Significantly Less 
*ncr®ased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
-TURN THE CUESTICN _ 
3-wh.at was the Graphic Labor Expense in Nov-Dec? 
_$130 $200 $300 
_$150 _$250 _$353 
$430 
$450 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
t 
_TURN THE CUESTICN PAGE_ 
4-A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the Radio Ads 
expense. 
1 • _____ Increasing 
2. _ Decreasing 
-** _____ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
5-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
____ Window Washer _ Commission 
• _ Designer Labor _ Graphic Labor 
_ Radio Ads 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TORN THE QUESTION AND THE DISPLAY PAGE 
186 
187 
l-*How such has the Sun Protection expense increased (in 
percentage terras) between January 3nd June (circle the 
Percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
•% 10% 201 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
2-Has the 
dollar terras) 
June? 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
« 
TORN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
Guard Service Expense increased more (in 
than the Luraber Expense between January and 
_ Increased Significantly Hore 
2» ___ Increased Significantly Less 
3-   Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
3-What was the Janitorial Expense in Sep-Oct? 
$100 
$153 
_5203 5330 
-5253 _$350 
J 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
turn the question page 
$4 30 
$450 
4-A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in th“ 
Plexiglass expense. 
1. _____ Increasing 
2- _ Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
5-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
Guard Service 
Janitorial 
Window Wash*'' 
DEPRESS THE S TGNAL SWITCH 
J. 
TURN THE QUESTION WO THE DISPLAY ’AGE 
Sun Protection 
Lumber 
Plexiglass 
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EXPENSE TITLE 
Guard Service 
Sun Protection 
Janitorial 
Window Washer 
Plexiglass 
Lumber 
MARKETING DEPARTMENT EXPENSE STATEMENT 
JAN/FS3 MAR/APR MAY/JUTT 
$250 $403 $453 
253 153 500 
150 25 333 
25 153 75 
125 125 125 
50 100 75 
JUL/AUG SEP/OCT NOV/DEC 
$250 $335 $453 
153 600 230 
353 230 353 
250 333 103 
125 125 125 
230 100 75 
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i-Iiow mucn has the Fabric expense increased (in 
percentage terms) between May and October (circle the 
percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
teraaf'rhl^6^ °f?r*ciation Expense increased more (in dollar 
' than the Lights Expense between May and October? 
1. 
2. 
. 3. 
Increased Significantly More 
Increased Significantly Less 
Increased about the sane amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_turn the question page_ 
3-What was the Designer Labor Expense in Jul-Aug? 
_5100 _$200 _$300 _$400 
_5150 $250 $350 $450 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
fr 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
4-A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. Prom the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the 
Depreciation expense. 
1. _Increasing 
2. Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE _ 
~‘5-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
_ Fabric _ Depreciation 
_ Lights _ Designer Labor 
_ Window Washer _ Plexiglass 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
TURN THE QUESTION AND THE DISPLAY PAGE 
MARKETING DEPARTMENT EXPENSE STATEMENT 
EXPENSE TITLE JAN/FEB MAR/APR MAY/JTJN JUL/AUG SEP/CCT NOV/DEC 
Plexiglass $250 $375 
Fabric 150 250 
Depreciation 150 250 
Window Washer 75 75 
Lights 50 75 
Designer Labor 153 75 
$425 $350 $275 $453 
150 275 300 353 
290 310 375 403 
75 75 75 75 
125 225 153 . 50 
200 150 153 75 
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1-How much has thr* Lumb?r expense incr» 'cod (in 
percentage terms) between March and June (circle the 
percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 109% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
_TORN THE QUESTION PAGE_' __ 
2- Has the Fabric Expense increased more (in dollar 
terms) than the Paper Supplies Expense between January and 
August? 
1.    Increased Significantly More 
2. _ Increased Significantly Less 
3. _ Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
3- What was the Designer Labor Expense in Sep-Oct? 
$100 $203 $300 $400 
$150 _$250 _$350 _$450 
• DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
t 
TURN THE 
m 
QUESTION PAGE 
4-A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the Breakage 
expense. 
1. _ Increasing 
2. _ Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
5-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
_ Lumber _ Fabric 
_ Paper Supplies _ Designer Labor 
_ Breakage _ T.V. Ads 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
'TURN THE QUESTION AND THE DISPLAY PAGE 
MARKETING DEPARTMENT EXPENSE STATEMENT 
EXPENSE TITLE JAN/PEB MAR/APR 
T.V. Ads $153 $75 
Pabric 25 175 
Breakage 133 133 
Lumber 253 433 
Designer Labor 125 135 
Paper Supplies 153 533 
MAY/JUN JUL/AUG SEP/OCT NOV/DEC 
$203 $153 $203 $225 
233 313 150 275 
103 100 100 103 
453 375 353 253 
145 155 165 175 
333 533 150 239 
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1-Hov much has the T.V. Ads expense increased 
percentage terras) between July and December (circle 
percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
( in 
the 
«% 18% 28% 38% 40% 50% 60% 701 80% 90% 100% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
___torn the question page_ 
2- Has the Fabric Expense increased more (in dollar 
terras) than the -Loss Leader Expense between May and 
September? 
1. _ Increased Significantly More 
2. _ Increased Significantly Less 
3. _____ Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
fc 
__TORN THE. QUESTION PAGE _ 
3- What was the Fabric Expense in Sep-Oct? 
_$100 _$200 _$300 _$400 
_$150 _$250 _$350 $453 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
__TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
4- A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the 
Janitorial expense. 
1.   Increasing 
2.   Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
5- A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
T.V. Ads _ Fabric 
- Loss Leader _ Designer Labor 
- - Commission 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
ND THE DISPLAY PACE TURN THE QUESTI 
194 
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1 -How much has the Window Washer expense increased (in 
percentage terms) between March and July (circle the 
percentage change on the following percentage line)? 
fl* 18* 28* 38% 40% 50% 60% 70% 30% 90% 103% 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& . 
TORN THE QUESTION PAGE 
2- Has the Paint Supplies Expense increased more Tin 
dollar terms) than the Photography Expense between March and 
September? 
1. _____ Increased Significantly More 
2. _ Increased Significantly Less 
3. _ Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION PAGE 
3- What was the Radio Ads Expense in Nov-Dec? 
_5108 _$200 _$300 $400 
_$150 _$253 _$350 $450 
J 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
4- A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriDtions, 
select the one that best describes the trend in the Graphic 
Labor expense. 
1.   Increasing 
2.   Decreasing 
3. _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
£> 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE__ 
5- A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
_ Window Washer _ Paint Supplies 
_ Radio Ads 
_ Graphic Labor __ Lumber 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION THE DISPLAY PAGE 
196 
i 
197 
1-How much has tne Fabric 
Perc*ntage terras) between June 
percentage change on the following 
cxc-_r.se inertu-.i 
and September (circle 
percentage line)? 
(i n 
the 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% E0% 90% 100% 
i—————-- .  . I 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
• % 
_TORN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
2“Ha» the Payroll Tax Expense increased more (in dollar 
terms) than the Fabric Expense between January and June? 
____ Increased Significantly More 
2* , Increased Significantly Less 
3« _____ Increased about the same amount 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
6 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
3-What was the Paper Supplies Expense in Nov-Dec? 
$100 _$200 _$300 _$400 
“$150 $250 $350 $450 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
% 
*_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE_ 
4-A Trend measures the change, either up or down, in an 
expense value over time. From the following descriptions, 
se^ect the one that best describes the trend in the Lumber 
expense. 
_ Increasing 
2. ______ Decreasing 
3- _ No apparent trend 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
_TURN THE QUESTION PAGE__ 
'*• 5-A range is the dollar difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of an expense account. Review all the 
expenses and determine which one had the largest range over 
the entire year. 
Pabric _ Payroll Tax 
_ Paper Supplies 
Lumber _____ Loss Leader 
DEPRESS THE SIGNAL SWITCH 
& 
TURN THE QUESTION AND THE DISPLAY PAGE 
198 
199 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Below are two statements. Please read each statement, 
then indicate how strongly you agree with the statement by 
circling the appropriate number. 
The Signal Switch is Not required for this section. 
1- Complex problems involving numerical information can 
generally be made more understandable by the use of diagrams 
and graphs. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
>- ■ I---*-- » 
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree 
Very Strongly Strongly Very 
Strongly Strongly 
2-There are many areas of business that need more 
government regulation. 
1 2 3.4 5 6 
i-^ ■ i - - 1-1-\ 
Agree Agree Agree 
Very Strongly 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree 
Strongly Very 
Strongly 
Turn to the next page for additional instructions. 
i 
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DEMOGRAPHICS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
The final section of this questionnaire will not require the use 
of the Signal Switch. Answer the following questions at your own pace. 
You can respond without reservation because your identity is not 
required. If the question does not apply to you, skip it. 
RESPONSE TYPE 
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers to the following 
questions. Just respond according to your own preferences? use your 
own "gut" feeling if the questions appear vague. Do not think too long 
about any question. If you cannot decide on an appropriate answer, 
skip the question and go to the next question. There are only two 
general answers- 1 or 2. Circle the correct number ( 1 or 2 ) near the 
selected answer. Take your time; the Signal Switch is not required. 
Ignore the numbered lines at the lower portion of the page. 
Which answer comes closest to telling how you usually feel or act? 
1. Do you usally get along better with 
1. imaginative people, or 
2. realistic people? 
2. Are you more careful about 
1. people's feelings, or 
2. their rights? 
3. In doing something that many other people do, does it appeal 
to you more to 
. 1. do it in the accepted way, or 
2. invent a way of your own? 
4. In reading for pleasure do you 
1. enjoy odd or original ways of saying things, or 
2. like writers to say exactly what they mean? 
5. Are you inclined to 
1. value sentiment more than logic, or 
,' 2. value logic more than sentiment?  
201 
6., Is it a higher compliment to be called 
1* a person of real feeling, or 
2* a consistently reasonable person? 
7* Do you admire the people who are 
1. conventional enough never to make themselves conspicuous, 
or 
2. too original and individual to care whether they are 
conspicuous or not? 
8. Do you get more annoyed at 
1. fancy theories, or 
2. people who don't like theories? 
9. Would you rather 
1. support the established methods of doing good, or 
2. analyse what is still wrong and attack unsolved problems? 
10. Is it higher praise to say someone has 
1. vision, or 
2. common sense? 
Which word in each pair appeals to you more? 
1. (A) firm-minded (B) warm-hearted 
2. (A) imaginative (B) matter-of-fact 
3. (A) theory (B) certainty 
4. (A) build (B) invent 
5. (A) analyze (B) sympathize 
6. (A) benefits (B) blessings 
7. (A) casual (B) correct 
" — — — IF" IT IT IT 14 15 16 
i 
17 
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a. ca) uncritical (B) 
a- (a) convincing (B) 
10. (A) statement CB> 
11..(A) soft (B) 
12. (A) production (B) 
13. (A) forgive (B) 
14. (A) who (B) 
15. (A) sensible (B) 
16. (A) determined (B) 
17. (A) facts (B) 
18. (A) compassion (B) 
19. (A) concrete (B) 
20. (A) justice (B) 
21. (A) make (B) 
22. (A) wary (B) 
23. (A) gently (B) 
24. (A) foundation (B) 
25. (A) thinking (B) 
26. (A) theory (B) 
27. (A) sign (B) 
28. (A) literal (B) 
29. (A) peacemaker (B) 
30. (A) accept (B) 
31. (A) agree (B) 
IF" 19 IF" 21 22 
30 31 32 33 34 
correct 
touching 
concept 
hard 
design 
tolerate 
what 
fascinating 
devoted 
ideas 
foresight 
abstract 
mercy 
create 
trustful 
trustful 
spire 
feeling 
experience 
symbol 
figurative 
judge 
change 
discuss 
23 24 25 26 TT IF" 29“ 
JT IF" IT" IF" IF" 40~ ~ 
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Which answer cones closest to telling how you usually feel or act? 
1. If you were a teacher, would you rather teach 
1* fact coucses, or 
2. courses involving theory? 
2. Do you feel it is a worse fault 
.1. to show too much warmth, or 
2. not to have warmth enough? 
3. Do you think it more important to 
1. be able to see the possibilities in a situation, or 
2. be able to adjust to the facts as they are? 
4. Would you rather be considered 
1. a practical person, or 
2. an ingenious person? 
5. Would you rather work under someone who is 
1. always kind, or 
2. always fair? 
6. Would you rather have as a friend someone who 
1. is always coming up with new ideas, or 
2. has both feet on the ground 
. 7. Do you more often let 
1. your heart rule your head, or 
2. your head rule your heart? 
8. Do you feel it is a worse fault to be 
1. unsympathetic, or 
2* unreasonable? 
TT~ 43“ 44 45 46 47 48 4 9 
I 
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9. In your way of living, do you prefer to be 
1~ original, or 
Z. conventional? 
PROPILE 
The following questions will cover your business experience* 
1. How many years of business experience have you had ( mark the 
appropriate line)? 
_ None _ 1-3 _ 4-6 _ 7-10 _ over 11 
2. If you have taken any accounting courses, indicate the number 
of courses next to the correct level of the course. 
High School _ None _ 1-2 _ 3-4 _ over 4 
College _ None _ 1-2 _ 3-4 _ ever 4 
3. What was your high school major? 
1. General _ 
2. Commercial _ 
3* Technical ______ 
4. College _ 
5. Other _ 
4. If you attended college, what was your major? 
1. Liberal Arts 
2. Engineering 
3. Business Admin. 
4. Health Sciences 
5. Physical Sciences 
6. Social Sciences 
7. Other 
8. Did Not Attend 
_ _/_/_ _ 
50 51-53 54 
i 
I 
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5. Have you taken any of the following mathematical courses 
(check the appropriate courses)? 
1* Business Math _ 
2. Algebra 
3. Plane Geometry _ 
4. Trigonmetry _ 
5. College Algebra _ 
6. Calculus _ 
7. Graphic Drawing _ 
S. Are you a CPA ( Yes/ No ); a CMA ( Yes/ No ) [circle the 
appropriate responses)? 
7. Please indicate your experience (practical or educational) 
with a computer by checking the appropriate line. 
1. keypuncher _ 
2. programmer _ 
3. data entry _ 
4. systems analyst _ 
5. operator _ 
6. No experience _ 
3. Front the following list of financial analysis tasks, check, 
those that you have done. 
1. Short term asset purchases 
2. Long term asset purchases 
3. Operating Expense analysis 
4. Sales analysis 
5. Productivity analysis 
6. Product Pricing analysis 
7. Efficiency studies 
8. Financial Statement analysis 
9. None 
9. List any Professional Credentials you may have. 
10. Indicate your age by checking the correct range. 
_ 15-20 ' _ 21-25 
:_ 31-40 _ 41-45 
11. Circle your sex. Female / Male 
26-30 
Over 46 
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12* Which Display type did you prefer? 
1* Numerical 
2. Graphic 
3. Graphic with Color 
13. Did you find the testing procedure difficult ? Yes / No 
14. In the. space below, please write any comments you may have 
concerning this study. 

